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VOL. XVI No. 4 MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1966
'Bill' Nabors Buried;
MHA Official Was 56
Funeral services for William
F. "Bill" Nabors, a housing
manager for the Memphis Hous-
ing Authority for 28 years,
were held in the chapel of T. H.
Hayes and Sons Funeral Home
of Monday morning.
The brief program included
scripture read by Elder Flair
T: Hunt, pastor of Mississippi
Blvd. Christian church; prayer
by Rev. B. L. Hooks, pastor of
Greater Middle Baptist church,
and eulogy by Rev. H. C. Na-
brit, pastor of First Baptist
Church, Lauderdale. There was
no music.
Mr. Nabors died at Methodist
Hospital last Friday morning.
He had been hospitalized for
about five weeks after suffering
a stroke at his home at 1575 S.
Parkway East in October.
A native Memphian. he was
educated at LeMoyne College
and followed his father, E. P.
Nabors, in the construction busi-
ness. He also entered the real
estate business and opened an
office of his own.
When the Dixie Homes hous-
ing project was opened around
1937, he was selected as its
manager. He later served as
manager of Foote and Cleaborn
Homes, and the LeMoyne Gar-
dens Housing projects. He was
manager of Cleaborn Homes at
the time of his death.
In addition is, his job with the
housing authority, be served as
public relations consultant for
the Coca-Cola Bottling Com-
pany of Memphis. He was a
member of Omega Psi Fra-
ternity a n d First Baptist
Church, Lauderdale.
A 33rd degree Mason, Mr. Na-
bors was a member of the
Board of Directors of Mutual
Federal Savings and Loan As-
sociation; national treasurer of
the National Association of Mar-
ket Developers, the Tennessee
Federation of Dem ocratic
Leagues and for 25 years a
member of the National Associ-
ation of Housing Officials.
Other organizations to which
he belonged were Frontiers ln'
ternational, the Tennessee Coun-
cil on Human Relations, Top
Hat and Tails Club, Memphiarss
Inc., the Memphis and Shelby
County Civil Defense Corps,
W. F. NABORS
the Memphis Committee on
Community Relations, the Sher-
iff's Citizens Advisory Commit-
tee and the Juvenile Court Ad-
visory Council.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Carrie Seward Nabors; his
father, E. P. Nabors; and s
brother, J. W. Nabors of Cleve-
land, Ohio.
Active pallbearers were Joe
L. Nelson, Albert Hawkins, An-
drew Roberts, P.M. Jones, W.
C. Weathers and Hosea Bridges.
Interment was in Elmwood
cemetery.
Victim In Hospital Fire
Was A Chain Smoker
His family did not have too ed through the air-conditioning
much to say about the life and
career of Oscar B. Dudley, 54,
of 3881 Fizer Street, who re-
portedly died in a room at West
Tennessee Tuberculosis Hos-
pital from smoke fumes rising
ftom his burning mattress.
Found dead in Room 525
shortly after 2 a.m. Wednesday
morning of last week, Dudley
apparently died of smoke in-
halation after the mattress
caught fire from a cigaret, ac-
cording to Fire Chief E. A.
Hamilton's published report.
The Chief said, "It was evi-
dent he had tried to fight the
fire with bowls of water. The
water was still running in the
sink."
Hospital employees on the
second and fourth floors of the
hospital r e portedly smelled caused from the smoke in his
smoke first. It may have travel- room.
vents.
Nurses stated they saw smoke
coming from under the door of
Dudley's room. When they open-
ed the door, they were forced
back by the dense smoke. Fire.
men came and found the victim
lying across the bed.
Dudley reportedly had caused
the nurses some concern since
he was admitted last Septem-
ber. He was a chain smoker
who repeatedly caused alarm
with his smoking habits.
His relatives reported that he
was a chain smoker. He was a
retired worker. He had suffer-
ed from tuberculosis for some
time. He was admitted to the
hospital several weeks ago.
From hospital reports, Mr.
Dudley did not die from burns.
His death was apparently
Thorobreds 83 To 0 Neptune st.7M76CIINtaerVi) They live at
By EARL S. CLANTON IlLE d ward S. Temple, Worn-
NASHVILLE . . . . John en's track; Howard C. Gen.
Robinson tied a 10-year-old try, Football; and John B
record catching three touch. McLendon, basketball; were
down passes to lead a scoring presented student council pro-
parade as Tennessee State clamations during the inter
eleven i n undated Kentucky
State 83-0 in W. J. Hale Sta-
dium before 11,000 home-
coming fans Thanksgiving Day.
Robinson's 13, 23 and 2 yard
scoring pass catches equalled
a mark set by Leon Jamison
against Lincoln 10 years ago.
During the halftime, the Uni-
versity's student council honor-
ed the three national champion-
ship teams of 1956. Coaches
Mourners bow their heads
In prayer as a final prayer
Is said at the grave of Wil-
liam "Rill" Nabors, vet-
eran manager of the Mem-
phis Housing Authority who
Male Chorus
To Sing At
mission ceremony by Obie
McKenzie, student council pre
• 'sident.
Coach John A. Merritt's
Grantland Rice Bowl bound
bit T is now 9-0 on the sea-
son and took over the second
longest win streak slot with
23 games without a loss, and
ranked number three by AP.
(See Page 2)
died last Friday morning at
iMethodist hospital. Standing
near casket are, from left,
Taylor C. D. Haves, Rev.
B. L. Hooks and Rev. H. C.
Nairn,
LAUNCHING UNCF CAM-
PAIGN — Miss Harry Mae
Simons, general chairman
of the local United Negro
College Fund campaign,
and Dr. Walter W. Gibson,
keynoter at the UNCF
kickoff last week, look over
$5,400 Reported At
UNCF Kickoff Meeting
The United Negro College
Fund's 1966 campaign in the
Memphis area is off to an
encouraging start with $5,397.29
reported at the opening meets
ing. The drive continues
through December 31.
The general chairman of the
campaign. Miss Harry Mae
Simons, principal of Magnolia
Elementary school, said gifts
reported at the kickoff meeting
included $1,723 from LeMoyne's
faculty and staff, $1,105 from
Shelby County schools, $563
from clubs and organizations
and $1,633.06 received by Le-
Moyne for UNCF after last
year's campaign.
Weekly report meetings for
volunteer campaign workers
have been scheduled for Mon-
day nights at 7:30 in the Brown-
lee Hallesfaculty lounge at Le-
Moyne.
Elementary s600l, who is serv-
ing as chairman of the City
School T e achers Dvisision;
Mrs. Naomi Gordon. retired
employee of Universal Life,
who is working clubs and or-
ganizations, and Prof. R. J.
Roddy, retired principal of
Woodstock School, who is
chairman of the County School
Teachers Division.
Keynote speaker at the kick-
off meeting was Dr. Walter W.
Gibson, c h a irman of the
natural science division at Le-
Moyne, who challenged vol-
unteer workers to make this





brochure listing UNCF's 33
member colleges. LeMoyne,
Lane. Fisk and Knoxville
are Tennessee membirs of
the fund.
He stressed the fact that A CANDIDATE — O. W. Pic-
UNCF aids not only LeMoyne kett, local real estate broker,
but 32 other colleges, including became the second memphian
Lane, Fisk and Knoxville in to announce that he still seek
Tennessee; P h i 1 ander-Smith the office of councilman in
in Arkansas; Tougaloo in Mis- the new government adopted
sissippi: Xavier and Dillard in by Memphians and whose last summer, and since that John Gaston hospital on Monday
Three of the key campaigners Louisiana, and Oakwood, Tat- members will be determined1time the three young girls have morning.
this year are Mrs. Beulah M. ladega and Tuskeegee in Ala- in an election to be held inbeen practicing for what will be The child was found in the yellow plastic rib pad, one
Williams, principal of Hanley barna. alley by a night watchman pink baby blanket with a bluethe summer of 1967. Mr. Pie. their "big moment" on Sunday.
kett will be n candidate from The three are Dawn Weir, making his rounds. He appear-
. District 7. He has been actimdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sher- ed to be about eight months




rgaia Esixth e. Elder and Mrs. J. M. Doggette right knee, a bump on the left
ade teacher of 1893 Prospect st., and Gale side of his head which was
Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. fractured, bruised ribs, and
scratches over his right eye,
which appeared to be healing
up.
Wiinesses Are Sought In
Thanksgiving Day Slaying
Teenagers Flee AsUsing A Broom
Handle For Splint Young Father Is Shot
Leads To Slaying
Taking a neighbor's broom
handle and using it to make a
splint for a friend's broken arm
cost a 30-year-old man his
life last Friday at 12:30 p.m.
The vitim was Robert Lewisl
Moody of' 776 Walnut st. His!
body was found lying on the
sidewalk near loka st.
Arrested and charged with
murder was James Wilson, 36,
of 772 Walnut st. Taken into,
custody as material witnesses
were Castro House and Alberts
There were several witnesses
to the Thanksgiving Day shoot-
ing of a 23-year-old man near
the viaduct south of the Lamar
Avenue Shopping Center, but
they have not cooperated yet
with the police department in
its effort to solve the crime.
The victim was James Ed-
ward Hill, 23. of 1493 S. Willett,
who had left a part-time job at
the Villa East Memphis about
a half hour before he was fa-
tally shot after being accosted
under the viaduct.
Police learned that after Wil-
son became angry about the
victim's having broken the
broom, the man offered to buy
him another, but he shot Moody,
once in the chest with a .221
calibre pistol and then placed
the body in the street in an,
effort to make it appear he,
had been shot elsewhere.
A huge puddle of blood was
found in Wilson's home. House
land Tunstall were in the house
'at the time of the murder, but
refused to report the matter.
It took police almost 24 hours




nearby, and could have gotten
a good look at the suspects.
It was reported that one
youngster was on top of the
viaduct as a lookout while the
others attacked the victim.
Before Mr. Hill staggered
from the scene, three young
men who appeared to be in
their teens fled from the scene.
He had been shot once in the
chest. His wallet and a three-
quarter length leather coat that
he had when he left home that
morning were missing.
Mr. Hill's body was not identi- Mrs. Vera Redmond, who
tied until almost 24 hours after rented the victim, his wife and
the slaying, when his wife wenta.wo children a four room apart-
to the Homicide Bureau of the ment on the second floor of her
Police Department to report residence at 1493 S. Willett,
her husband as a missing per- said Mr. Hill had a regular job.
son. but had gone to' the restaurant
The wife, Mrs. Mary Alice as the first day of a part-time
Hill. a licensed practical nurse job. He was a member of the
at John Gaston hospital identi-IU. S. Naval Reserves.
tied the victim of Thursday Funeral services are to be
evening as her husband by held next Sunday. Southern
clothing and photographs which Funeral Home is in charge of
were made by police. arrangements.
A friend of the family then Aside from his wife, he is
went to the city morgue where survived by two children, Jef-
the victim was positively identi- fery Hill, four; and Rosalyn,
fled 'as the missing husband, two, and his mother, Mrs. Alice
Two persons who attempted to Hill of Whitehaven, Tenn.
be of assistance to officers were Persons having information
unable to give sufficient details which might lead to the arrest
about the assailants, but some of the killers are asked to con-
others were said to have been tact the Homicide Bureau of the
looking at new cars in the Memphis Police Department at
window oh an automobile firm once. The telephone is 527-6681.
Next Sunday Baby Boy Abandoned In
The Melodettes will be pre-,
sented in their first recital next!
Sunday, Dec. 4, at the Missis-
sippi Blvd. Seventh Day Ad-
ventist Church at 1051 Missis-
sippi blvd., and the public is
invited to hear them.
The trio was organized just
Claude Jones, Sr., of 1162 E.
Dempster st.
The young singers will be
accompanied at the piano by
A Cold, Downtown Alley
A baby boy found in a paper
bag in the rear of 191 Madison
st: last Saturday night was list-
ed in "serious condition" at
The child was dressed in one-
piece yellow coveralls with a
white duck ornament on the
right leg, a blue knitted sweater
and a blue knitted cap.
Also with the child was a
design, one pink diaper, one
white diaper and a white shirt.
As of Monday police were
still attempting to find the pa.
rents of the child.
It was not known whether the
sores on the child were caused
by brutal treatment or neglect.
The night watchman found
the boy about 8:30.
47
30s. palmin.nie B. Branch.
Proceeds from the recital will Magicians Begin Homebenefit the church building
fund. The recital will start at
Season Monday Night
Trinity CME Half A Sixpence
The Trinity CME Church
Male Chorus will present a
Musical Extravaganza at the
Trinity CME church at 650
Wells ave. on Sunday, Dec. 4,
starting at 5 p.m.
The program is entitled
"Songs Old and New," and will
include guest artist. The pub-
lic is invited.
Following the program, a
social hour will be held in the
Fellowship Hall in the lower
level of the church.
Matthew R. Davis is presi-
dent of the Male Chorus, Moses
Bridges, secretary, and Mor-
man T. Smith in charge of
public relations.
The group is directed by
Mrs. Imogene U. Hill, who
also serves as pianist.
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel is
pastor of Trinity CM.
Club Presents
A Charity Tea
The Dixie Heights Better
Community club held its annual
Charity Tea at the home of
Mrs. Johnnie Wardsworth of
1603 Wilson st. on Sunday.
Nov. 20.
The title , of "Mrs. Dixie
Height" was won by Mrs. Lue
Lee.
Mrs. Pearl Campbell is presi-
dent of the club, and Mrs.
Wardsworth secretary and re-
porter.
WIMBLEDON, England —
(UPI) — The local amateur
repertory theater club refused
an offer of $14,000 from Para-
mount Films to give up its book-
ing of the theater in this London
suburb. Paramount wanted to
continue filming shots for "Half
A Sixpence" with Tommy
Steele. "We've got 1,000 old age
pensioners coming and we can't
disappoint them," thc repertory
club group said.
LeMoyne College's Magicians,
open their home cage season on
the Bruce Hall floor this Mon-
day night, Dec. 5, at 8 o'clock
with the strong Lincoln Univer-
sity five from Jefferson City,
Mo. furnishing the opposition.
The Magicians return to
Bruce Hall on Friday night,
Dec. 9, to face the invading
Fisk University Bulldogs from
Nashville, Tenn.
In their only other game in
Memphis this month, the Magi-
cians will take on Christian
Brothers College at CBC on the
night of Dec. 15.
Coach Jerry Johnson's Le-
Moyne charges are at Lane in
Jackson. Tenn. on Thursday
night of this week and will be
in Nashville at Fisk on Friday
and Saturday, Dec. 2-3, parti-
cipating in the Fisk NAIA Tip-
off Tournament which will in-
clude LeMoyne, Fisk, Lane and
Knoxville, all of Tennessee




Preparing for their first re-
cital on Sunday afternoon,
Dec. 4, at the Mississippi
Blvd. Seventh flay Advent-
ist church are members of
the trio. the Melodettes.
From left, the members are
Gale Jones, Linda Doggette
and Dawn Weir. Proceeds
will go to the church's build-
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Big Blues -
(Continued from Page 1)
Under a sun-bright sky that
rained touchdowns. the Merritt-
men threw for eight, ran for
three and covered a fumble
in thorobred end zone for a
12-touchdown a4ernoon.
Leading 49-0 at intermission.
the Eldridge Dickey directed
scored 21 points in the first
quarter, 28 in the second, 14
in the third and 20 in the
fourth frame while allowing
Kentucky to cross Tennessee's
40 yard.
Once Mel Wedbee's charges
got to the big T 39 for two
plays accounting for the only
Kentucky threat in this the 17th
little brown jug classic, and
this is the worst beating the
Tigers have ever administered
the Thorobreds.
Merritt's ninth s traight
should give him undisputed
claim on the mid-western
Athletic Asso ciation's pig-
skin trophy, having clobbered
• both Lincoln and Kentucky
State. The Merritt-coached Ti-
gers game-pcint-production is
the second • highest in the
school's history. The Tigers'
beat Paul Quinn 85-0 in 1955
to set the stadium high
Facing Ohio's Muskingum
college Dec. 10 in the Rice
Bowl, the big T sharpened its
scoring fangs when Dickey
engineered a 47-yard scoring




Mr. and Mrs. Roy B. Coch-
rell celebrated their golden an-
niversary (50th) Sunday, No-
vember 13, at their home, 748
Williams Avenue from 3 till 5
P.m.
A special ceremony was con-
ducted by their pastor, Dr. S.
A. Owen, of Metropolitan Bap-
tist Church.
An appropriate solo was ren-
dered by Mrs. Mildred Moore.
A receiving line, beginning in
the living room and extending
to the beauty school area of
the residence, was a notable
feature. Golden mums and
other flowers filled the room.
The Cochrells are well-known
in the business, social, civic,
and religious circles of the city.
Their many friends showered
them with gifts, cards, and tele-
grams.
After congratulating the hap-
py couple guests were ushered
to the dining room where a
beautiful and bountiful table,
overlaid with a madeira lace
cloth, was awaiting them. The
table literally groaned beneath
the many delicacies provided
and arranged by Mrs. Katie
McGuire and Mrs. Willie Pe-
gues.
Among the guests and out-of-
town relatives were: Rev. and
Mrs. W. M. Cochrell, with
their daughters, Ionia and Mil-
licent. . .of St. Louis, Mo.,
Mr. and Mrs. William Weathers
of Detroit, Mich.; Mr. Weather-
all of Atlanta, Ga.; Mrs. Anna
Stewart of New Orleans, La;
Mr. and Mrs. Cubie Johns and
brother: Mrs. Maggie Reid. Mr.
Guy Nathan Terry and son of
St. Louis. Mo, Mr. and Mrs.
James Mays of Jackson, Tenn.;
Mrs. Elsie Chambers of Tupelo,
Miss.; Mrs. Gertrude Jackson
of Amory, Miss.: Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Thomas and Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Weathers of Memphis.
The Tennessee Hotel, where
Mr. Cochrell was employed for
many years. was represented
by Mrs. John Roland, Mrs.
Herman Schultz, Miss Kathe
rine Tomlinson, Mrs. Billo-
After scoring a safety whenIChrisman and John Roland.
Kentucky's center snapped the 
more Leroy Motten skipped ball out of the end zone,
into paydirt from the nine to State's Moten plunged over
open a flood gate of scoring. from 2. Defensive nd .Harold
Dickey countered his ground Rice covered a thorobred fum-
attack with t 6  43 bl f t J C Smith
crowd.
After the half, Dickey hit Leo
Johnson with a 15 yard talley,
followed by Wayne Reese's
seven-yard TD sprint for the
third period scoring. Roy
Metiesese added his fifth of
nine extra points for his even-,
ing's effort to close the sea-
son with 53 points and a tight
hold ota the team's second
scoring slot. Senior Smith is
the team's leading point pro-
ducer with 11 TDs.
wo, 1 ande or a a ey, . . Mo.
yards, scoring passes to the sprinted for an 8-yard score 
on a pass from Elijah Bossie From LeIvovne The Memphians begin their




"Cups of Knowledge" was the
theme of Cummings School
Tea, Sunday, November 6. The
tea was the beginning of a
series of activities for Amer-
ican Education Week.
Many parents thoroughly en-
joyed fashions modeled by the
faculty and parents. Prizes
were given in such categories
such as the tallest woman, the
shortest woman, the woman
with a prescription in her bag,
and other areas. A choral group
composed of both parents and
teachers rendered music.
The "Mother of the Year"
award went to Mrs. Virginia
Bowen, the mother of three
children, a part-time checker
at a supermarket, a student at
LeMoyne College, and treas-
urer of the P.T.A.
Mrs. Bessie Toliver was run-
ner-up, and Mrs. Mary F. Hunt,
and Mrs. C. Stokes received
honorable mentions.
Monday night was designated
as "Mothers' and Daughters'
Night," with the Rev. S. Klyes
as speaker. Refreshments were
served to all parents r.nd chil-
dren present by the Girl Scouts.
Mrs. J. Wade, Miss N. Ru-
pert, Miss Q. Turnipseed, and
Mrs. S. Walker are the advi-
sors.
Wednesday night was "Fa-
thers' and Sons' Night," with
the Rev. J. L. Netters as speak-
er. Refreshments were served
by the Boy Scouts. Mrs. G.
Anding is the Scout Leader.
The climax of American Edu-
cation Week was Friday night
with a banquet. Parents were
invited to come out for an even-
ing of fun and entertainment.
Mrs. R. Means is PTA presi-
dent, and Mrs. H. M. Hooks




senior flank erback Nolan
Smith who was one on 11 four-
year men playing their final scoring with an 8-yard toss
game before the hometown to end Elbert Drungo.
I ShowingDA I SY
Now
Plus-"MAN IN THE DARK" Barbara Shelley
Coming "A MAN CALLED ADAM"
Get personal.
Have all your gifts
initialed V.O. this year.
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Ten seniors and three junicrs
at LeMoyne have been elected
to Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and
Colleges.
LeMoyne seniors on the 1966-
67 Who's Who list are: Havord
C. Bishop of 1414 Eloise, Mae
Alice Brewer of 1244 Firestone.
Marion Guy Brewer of 825
LeMoyne's Magicians will be
tested on foreign courts next
week before their home opener
Dec. 5 against tough Lincoln
University from Jefferson City,
\Woodland, Alva A. Crivens of2127 Stovall, Roderick P. Diggs
Jr. of 1014 Woodlawn, Arbie
Griiiin of 246 Lucerne Place,
Louis G. Harvey of 1365 South
Lauderdale, Dennis T Hayes of
532 Buntyn, Eleanor K. Houston
of 935 Leath and Claudia Ber-
nice Walton of 574 North Sixth.
LeMoyne juniors mimed to
Who's Who are: Clarence Chris-
tian of 698 Williams, James E.
Robinson of 725 Hastings and
Barbara Jo Wilson of 3690 Mart
Road.
season Thursday night, Dec. 1,
at Lane College in Jackson,
Tenn., and them move over to
Nashville for the NAIA Tipoff
tournament. Friday and Satur-
day, Dec. 2-3.
Four teams will match shots
in the tourney, LeMoyne, Fisk,
Lane and Knoxville, all mem-
bers of the Southern Intercol-
legiate Athletic Conference.
Coach Jerry Johnson's Magi-
cians must show a lot of im-
provement before tackling Lin-
coln. They still are not as
smooth as the mentor would
like them to be.
Key man, so far, in practice
sessions has been the 6-6 sopho-
more forward William Haves
from Louisville, Ky. Hayes has
been the best shot under fire
and dependable on defense.
Johnson is expected to start
Hayes and Bobby Todd at the
forward posts, 6-7 Willie Tay-
lor from Byhalia, Miss. at cen-
ter, and Captain James Sand-
ridge and Richard Davis.
guards.
LeMoyne meets Fisk here
Dec. 9, Lincoln at Jefferson
City, Dec. 12, and CBC here at
CBC, Dec. 15.
The ORIGINAL WIG SHOP 94 So. MAIN
GUARANTEED
100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS and HAIR PIECES
POPULAR PRICES
Prevail-Yes, we have a new Shipment of
Shortie Pre-Styled Wigs. FOR ONLY $2495 
Head Block
STYLING - CUTTING. ONLY S351) — BY EXPERIENCED STYLISTS.
BRING YOUR WIG TO A WIG SHOP
MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 So. Main St. 525-1433 1390 Hollywood -323-3343
TIGER TOWN NEWS
Seven Finalists
On Nov. 16, the National
Achievement Scholarship pro-
gram announced seven 'final-
ists from Manassas High school.
They were Anthony Boone.
Francine Guy, James Hill, Lar-
ry Jones, Sandra Hobson, Rhy-
nette Northcross and Rosie
Phillips.
They are not finalists in this
program but they will be the
last group of seniors to receive
the honor from Manassas High
school.
JJJ DAY
Nov. 17 was proclaimed JJJ
Day in honor of our great
coach, Johnnie Johnson, Jr.,
and the faculty, student body
and members of the Tiger
squad made it a happy and
honorable one for the coach
Coach Johnson lives with his
wife, Mrs. Joan Johnson, and
their two daughters LaJuana
and Lisa at 1774 Glenview.
At the "Big M" he teaches
world history when he is not
coaching the football and base-
ball teams.
He has not only brought
trine to the Tigers, but also to
himself. In 1963 he was "Teach-
er of the Year," and in 1964 was
admitted to the Sport Trail
Century club. In 1965 he was
named "Coach of the Year."
Since we cannot find the
words to express our appreci-
ation and affection to our coach,





LONDON (UPI) — Prime
Minister Harold Wilson sum-
moned his cabinet for a last
hour meeting on the Rhodesian
crisis. A top diplomat was
flying to Washington for strate-
gy talks with U. S. officials in
the event the matter is brought
before the United Nations.
HOGUE & KNOTT
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . .
HAW( A) 1E BACONE
SLICED 49 SLIM 59 Olt
SWEET Large10 ,, Small 4 Lb.19







Lb. 49' Garden Grown 1 b.1 11
CARROTS Bag•Cello




BEEF TONGUES Well Tr,rnmed Lb. 55c
89'
PORK CUTLETS Leon ond Boneless 69c• Lb.
CABBAGE Lb 8'








1(60WL3iorni t)MOTOR OIL Quart' 25c
Lk 49.0 Bag
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HARRY CASH DAY Stu-
dents escorted the honoree and
guests to the stage for the ob-
servance of Harry T. Cash cel-
ebrated for the fourth year in
Harry Cash
a row at Hamilton High school.
From left are Martha Watkins,
Principal Harry T. Cash, the
honoree tend principal of the
school: Ruth Gammon, Elder
Blair T. Hunt, guest speaker
and member of the Shelby
County Board of Education:
Deliane Clark. R. J. Roddy.
retired principal of Shelby
I'Children Find Weekly Tours 'Fascinating'
"After convincing the child-ibert, which was served In 
that 
a r was most exciting. , they Jr., Claude Sterling, Da-lbw
ren this was not just anre;al coconut shell. While the "After a long day of excite- vid Warren, Leonard Clifton,
old deserted place, we enteredlchildren waited for dinner to ment, we headed for the center
'
Re-
the beautifully decorated Dobbs be served, they chatted among f the city•• h h child 
Bryant T. Williams Jr., 
House Polynesian restaurant". themselves, about their schools
Those were the words usediand other things. After dinner
by Bryant Williams,. Tri-State had been completed, the wait-
Defender advertising represen resses brought t h e fortune
tative and pioneer in a signifi-1cookies, and everyone had fun
earn new public relations yen-, reading each other's fortune.
ture which is attracting national. "The next stop was theiSusan Rodgers, Caesar Aug-
attention Williamsionemphis Airport, where we
lliams has initiated an toured and learned about theMr. 
Integrated children's program operation of the post office, the
which is increasingly attracting express companies, and air.
the favorable attention of Mem-
phis parents, Negro and white,
who like his approach,
Mr. Williams takes the child-
ren on conducted tours, em.
bracing historic places in Mem-
phis. as well as developmental
experience's which they gain
from visits to well-known civic
show-places, including plush
cafes, art museums, historic
sites, and other places designed
to add to their general infor A h•
in
County Training School at
Woodstock, and Helen Johnson.1
The young women are members
of the Waterford Theatrical
club.
Day Means'Education Adds up' is
Baskets For Needy Theme Of Observance
The Waterford Theatrical continuing hope that the stu- American
 Education Week the seven daily theme topics
received strong emphasis ati
Club of Hamilton High School dents will grasp the true values 
selected for this year's Ameri-
Booker , T. Washington High,can Education Week, was one
presented its fourth annual of education and work for ex- School, Nov. 7-11. Three spe- of the featured activities plann-
"Harry
,
 T. Cash Day", Wednes-Icellence. cial programs were sponsored' ed by the school's English
day  Nov. 23, honoring the long- The W a t e r f o r d Theatri- at the school, in addition toi Department. On the Wednes-
tme principal of the southside cal lub officers include, Shir- daily emphasis on the 1966 day program in the school's
school. In addition to the ley Cooper, presidnet Gregory theme, "Education Adds Up.' gymnasium. a Student Forum
impressive program of tribute Johnson; vice president, Wan- The observance was climaxed discussed the topic "Educa-
to Mr. Cash, the sponsoring dra Gardner, secretary, Jackie with # special address delivered; tion Adds Up to Human Dig-
organization also took cogni- Lawson, assistant secretary, Friday night at- an Open House nity;„
zance of the Thanksgiving holi- Jo Lind Roberts, recording Program, by Rev. Percy G. The Open House phase of the
day and arranged a display of secretary, Dianne Hinds, treas. Hentrel, pastor of Trinity CME
numerous baskets of food to urer, Ruth Gammon, business Church, in the school audi- 
program was presented Fri- r- 1._ •
day. All classrooms in the 
Christmas Vespers
distribute to needy families. manager, Clarence Robinson, torium. school presented special bulle-1
J u Ii a n J e f f e r i e s Stu-lassistant 'b u siness manager Miss Oora E. 
Todd, well-
tin board porjects emphasizini
dent Council president, led the Linda Steppe, parliamentarian,
Hamilton student body's special Finas Knox, sergeant at arms,
tribute to the principal. ThelShirley Massey, 'chaplain, and
main speaker for the program Nicholas Royster and Delores
was Elder Blair T. Hunt. for- Jones, reporters.
mer principal of Booker Wash- A number of visitors were
ington High school and now a present for the program. Harry
member of the Shelby CoUMY T. Cash Day committees were:,
School Board. Mr. Hunt was
-strong in his praise of Mr. 
Program: Ruth Gammon and 
VeteransShirley Cooper; decoration: 
Martha Watkins and Theodore
Marzette; reception: Linda .
baskets for the Unfortunate: 
AmericanSteppe and Joyce Washington;
known Washington faculty mem-
ber, served as general chair-
man for the week's program.
The Washington High PTA serv-
ed as sponsor. Mrs. Edna Webb
is president of the Association.
An essay contest based around
Cash's ability as an adminis-
trator and useful citizen in
-other areas of community life.
In a brief response Mr. Cash
Voiced his appreciation for the Wayne Ingram and 011ie Mc-




NOW LOTS OF US ENJOY THE HEARTY WHOLE
HOG FLAVOR OF COUNTRY STYLE SAUSAGE
THE YEAR AROUND. BUT WHEN THE YOUNG-
STERS GO BACK TO SCHOOL, IT CALLS FOR
HEARTIER, NOURISHING BREAKFASTS.
SO PICK UP A PACKAGE OF KING COTTON
STYLE PORK SAUSAGE — YOUR CHOICE OF
HOT OR MILD.




















work done by the students..
Parents and patrons were;
welcomed to visit the classes;
to see the school "at work."




A special call to veterans of
America's recent wars was
sent out last week by the
service officer of the American
Legion Post Number 222, of the
John Carlow Harris Group of
South-West S h e lby County,
3450 Rochester road.
Grover C. Burson, Service
Officer, said, "We invite all
veterans to join up with us.
Our meeting nights are the
second and fourth Tuesday
nights of each month, at 8 p.m."
He stated that veterans of
the Vietnam conflict may now
join the American Legion. He'
urged that all war veterans
should act now to get the
benefits of the GI loans, dead-
line for which is July 28, 1967.
Then eligibility ends.
Korean Conflict veterans,
discharged for service connect-
ed disabilities and their wi-
dows are eligible for certain
benefits up to the final dead-
line. Eligibility for post-Korean
veterans under the new GI bill
does not begin to ekpire until
1972. There is a law as well
as rules and regulations that
govern all veterans widows,
and dependents. Also there is
a qualification to be met. Vet-
erans drawing pensions, and
their widows, with the VA
checks at the end of this month,
will r e c eive questionnaires
which must be filled out pro-
perly and returned to the Vet-
erans Administration Office.
Failure to do so may
stoppage of checks.
Mr. Burson stated, "I
To Be Held At
'Y' Area Center
The YWCA Area Center will
.present its annual Christmas
Ves ers on Sunda Dec 4 aty, . ,
4 p.m., and the public is in-
vited.
The message by Rev. 0. P.
Hollowell will be on the theme,
"A Birthday Long Ago."
A skit on the same subject
will feature Gwendolyn Davis,
Ralph Hollowell, Michael Hol-
lowell, Billy Joe Wesson, An.
and Zelma Phillips.
thony Hopkins, Perry Hopkins w I k
Mrs. Lorraine Phillips and
Miss Valrie Hollowell will be
in charge of the program.
Mrs. Arbrie Hollowell is




be glad to assist you with au
be glad to
forms, and in all matters per-
taming to the service. Even!
notary service help is offered."
He closed his statement with
a special plea to veterans to
join the American Legion . . .
particularly the John Carlow
Harris Post Number 222, South-
West Shelby County, Earnest
Crockett, Commander, whose
telephone number is 396-0592.
Mr. Burson's telephone number
is 942-5470. They are open to
call around the clock, 24 hours
per day.
assist you with ti, Mrs.
Rites For
Evelyn Fanion
Final rites for Mrs. Evelyn
Fanion were held on last Sun-
day, Nov. 27, at the Shiloh
Baptist church with the pastor,
Rev. T. Fletcher Hammond, de-
livering the eulogy.
Mrs. Fanion was a long-time
resident of Memphis and had
been a member of Shiloh since
1929.
She will be long remembered
for her kindness and generosity
towards others. A host of rela-
tives friends mourn her passing.





107 VI • 
Wall 
Avenue
Rev. 1. V.- 
Namaland, P
astor
Father and Son night was
observed on Tuesday, Nov. 22,
at the Walker Elementary
school at 322 King rd.
Devotion was rendered by
sixth grade boys under the
direction of Rev. C. Lucas.
Sgt. Williams Hughes of the
Shelby County Sheriff's depart-
ment was the main speaker. A
film showing the effects of an
"after five cocktail" in the
home was shown by Herbert
Munn.
A large number of fathers
and members of their families
were present for the special
program. Vernon Copeland and
Edward Davis were chairmen
of the program.
The program was sponsored
by the school PTA of which
Mrs. Hattie Lee is president
and Mrs. Dante R. Strong sec-
retary.
Charles W. Horner is princi-




19 6 at 
3..00 
P.M.
In connection with his third
education and better relationsl
tour, Mr. Williams continued'
with, "Before ordering dinner
we threw coins into the fonntain
and made wishes. All of
the children were fascinated
by the authentic spears, bar-
poons, shields, and other fish-
ing devices that were on
display. Being a Polynesian
restaurant, there were no win-
dows and very little electric
lights. So, the little light that
was there was provided by
candles, that were on each
table.
"The bamboo curtains, which
separated the rooms, and built-
in flowings stresna added the
enchantment of the restaurant.
"Each child was given a
menu, that he could keep. He
r she ordered whatevered was
desired. Most of them ordered
tenderloin steak, tossed green
salad, French fried potatoes,
and buttered rolls. For dessert




























planes. Since most of the child-
ren had never seen planes, act-




An Achievement Day pro-
gram sponsored by the Mem-
1 phis Kiwartis club was held onWednesday. Nov. 16, in the
'City Board of Education Build-
ing, and awards presented to
4-H club members in various
categories.
Shelby County 4-H club mem-
bers Included students from
Barret's Chapel, Levi, Bart-





Mt. Pisgah a n d Booker T.
Washington.
The purpose of the program
was to present trophies and
medals to the members.
Receiving the Claudia Proc-
tor award was Etta Gibbs, a
senior member of the Barret's
Chapel 4-H club. The Out-
standing 4-H Junior Girl Award
went to Connie Lewis of the
Levi 4-H club, and the award
for the Outstanding 4-H Junior
Boy was presented to Ander-
son Womack of the White Cap
4-H club.
Outstanding Senior Girl and
Boy awards were presented to
Nancy McLarty of •o!estwood
High 4-H club, and Richard
Leggett of the Bartlett club.
Presentations were made by
Miss A. C. Gaines and Miss
A. Jenkins, assistant home
agents, and T. Joyner and
I_James T. Coleman, assistant
county agents.
ended anoth er successful Pamela Alexander, Carolyn
gehta Slay, Margaret Roberts,was escorted safely home. Thisi
Education and Better Relations Sue Williams and Miss Freda
Tour". Garner, who is a sophomore at
Among those who made the LeMoyne College and an En
tour with Mr. Williams were glish Major, and chaperone for
the girls on the trip..
Gardinos Super Market
421 South Orleans St
BARGAINS GALORE ! ! !
We Are Authorized To
Accept Federal Food Coupons
FREE— DELIVERY
Savings That Make Your 
Holiday Brighter!
ssi •-t.s tessms stsa tes.mcm-,- sus vas ic..1 sawn
t,
Ii
Box of 2 
$1690
Make Them Feel Pampered!
Embroidered
Pillow Case Sets
Pretty boxed pairs of pil-
low cases, embroidered
"Mr and Mrs.". "His and
Hers-, or dainty floral de-
signs with solid color bor-
der in pink, blue, yellow or
green. •
;Aim: km: Isis . •:47u tAs e•-s,
Outperforms Any Ordinary Blanket You Ever Know
FAMOUS
CHATHAM BLANKETS
This deluxe blend of acrylic and rayon fibers is
luxuriously bound with nylon. 72" x 90" fits twin
or double beds. Lowest
price ever on two blank-
ets ... of this quality.. 2 for
Better Quality Costs Less At Kiss
You'll Never Scour Pans Again!
9-Pc. DuPont Teflon'
Heavy Gauge Cookware Set




New improved DuPont Teflon lining makes waterless
cooking absolutely carefree. Food won't stick or hake-on
. you never need grease. Cleans with a quick wash and
rinse ... no scouring. All heavy gauge aluminum with
heat resistant handles. Instructions and recipe book
included.
• 50t. Dutch Oven with cover • 20t. Covered Sauce Pan
• I Ot, Covered Sauce Pan
•10" Gourmet Fry Pan (Dutch Oven cover fits)
•1  Iqstic Saatula •1Plastic Magian Station 
Brffer Quality Costs Less At Kress
Open Every Nite Til Xmas Iii 9:00 inn
KRESS J
VARIETY FAIR




Nearly 400 persons attended
open house services in the
vocational building of Book-
er T. Washington High
school which was sponsored
by VICA (Vocational In-
dustrial Clubs of America)
students and saw a dis-
Homecoming Day Planned
At Mt. Moriah Baptist
phiy of talent in each room.
From left are Daniel Durr,
vocational departm ent
chairman; E. McKay, presi-
dent of VICA chapter; Mrs.
Funeral Held For
Mrs. E. Murphy
For the past 18 years Home-,ice will be Mrs. Ruth Brown,,1 
Timing Day has served two 
A
a member of Ebenezer Bap- At
iurposes at the church. It is.tist church, whose spiritual fer-
levoted to raising funds tolvor in her singing has been a Funeral services
moving experience to congre-
gations all over Memphis.
Leading off with observations
on the Sunday school lesson at
9:30 ;will be Joseph Carr, a
lers of the church together for member of Mt. Zion Baptist
.ellowship. church and a social studies
teacher at Booker 'T. Washing-Homecoming services are
dways enhanced by contri- ton High school.
iutions of guest artists. Salut- The public is invited to at-
tend all services of the day.
iring Christmas cheer to the
infortunate of the community
is well as to the church,
ind it is an occasion for bring-
ng families as well as mem-
ng families and members of
.he church on next Sunday will J. D. Springer is chairman
he Miss Erma L. Clanton, a of the Homecoming progrma,
nember of St. John Baptist and Arnette Hirsch co-chair-
turch Vance ave., and an man.
English teacher at Melrose Rev. R. W. Norsworty isugh school. pastor of the church at 2634





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
001.WORTH'S
Handsome I I 311- long plastic...
PALOMINO HORSE
2.99
Realistically molded of plastic and painted just like
the real horse. Comes complete with necessary
saddle gear. .. will give the cowboy in the family
many hours of imaginative fun! Perfect comple-
ment to his plastic cowboy or Indian. Must be seen!




Elizabeth Murphy were held at
Weir, Miss., on Saturday, Nov.
19. Her death came only nine
months after her husband's.
Among her survivors are
Luther Murphy and Spiva Mur-
phy of Mem'phis, and George
Murphy and James Miller of
Weir. She was the grandmother
of Eugene Murphy, Tel-State
Defender newsboy, who lives
at 9 W. Geeter St.
She is also survived by 23
grandchildren, 53 great-grand-
children, f o ur daughters-in
law, and two sisters.
The family has expressed its
appreciation to the many





Annual Men and Women's
Day was observed last Sunday
at the Prince of Peace Baptist
church located at 1558 Britton,
and the theme was "The Need
of Men and Women Working
Together."
The guest speaker for the
morning service was Dr. W. L.
Varnado, retired pastor of the
Cummings St. Baptist church.
Giving the sermon at 3 p.m.
was Rev. E. V. McGhee, pas-
tor of Mt. Zion Baptist church.
Lucius Lamar was guest
soloist at the morning service,
and Mrs. Gurice Malone soloist
at the afternoon program.
Mrs. A. B. Brown was chair-
man of the observance, Bishop
Givands co-chairman, and Mrs.
Doris Burks reporter.
Rev. James Trueheart is pas-
tor of Prince of Peace Baptist
church.
Cloveice H. Exnm, adviser;
J. D. Springer, principal





A King and Queen contest
sponsored by the Group No. 3
of the Baptist Training Unitm
of Shiloh Baptist church at 207
W. Utah will be climaxed next
Sunday during a program be-
ginning at 3 p.m.
Proceeds from the affair will
be used for charity projects
and will be presented during
Yuletide Day to be held on
Sunday, Dec. 18.
Contestants entered in the
contest are Misses Denise Jack-
son, Linda Collins and Sherryl
Golden, and Ray Little, Wil-
liam Lewis and Herbert Mc-
Donald.
Each child is being backed by
an auxiliary of the church. Win-
ners will be crowned by the
pastor, Rev. T. Fletcher Ham-
mond
fellowship hour will be held
at the church following the cor-
onation service next Sunday.
Mrs. Verlon Amos is group
leader and Mrs. Hazel Reed
director of the BTU.
Wilson Chapel Host
To St. Andrew AME
Members of the St. Andrew
AME church were guests at a
service held recently at the
Wilson Chapel AME church at
Shelby Drive and Hillbrook.
Music was furnished by the
Prescilla Reed choir. Rec. J.
C. Richardson delivered the
sermon.
Rev. Charles Daniels is Pas-
tor of Wilson hapel and Mrs.
Juanita Eaton reporter.
PLUMBING REPAIRS
2-WAY RADIO SHOPS ON WHEELS
FOR ECONOMY sERvirF
40.mr. 







• .549 South Cooper near Peabody
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!












Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vane. Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Comoro, Maker. Whet Yese Ask For And




Annual Harvest Day was ob-
served on Sunday, Nov. 20,
during a program at the Pros-
peck Park Baptist church and
members of Summerfield Bap-
tist church were guests. Singing
was by the adult and youth
choirs of Prospect Park.
Greetings were given by Mrs.
Geraldine Holmes, with an ac-
ceptance made by Mrs. Katie
Bailey of Horn Lake, Miss.
Other participants were Ruth
Ford, who sang, Hazel Ford,
who gave a recitation, and Mrs.
Daisy Ealy of the Carnegie
Church of God in Christ, who
gave a solo.
A trio composed of Misses
Shelia Smith, Barbara Chan-
nel and Hattie Faulkner, sang
just before the speaker of the
afternoon, Rev. Felix Booker









Red China Denied UN Seat
UNITED NATIONS (UPI) —
The General Assembly rejected
an attempt to expel Nationalist
China from the United Nations
and seat Red China in its
place.
The vote was 57 to 46 and
followed an impassioned warn-
ing by Nationalist China that
church, gave his sermon. He
was introduced by Rev. Claud
Smith, pastor of Prospect Park
Baptist.
Serving as, mistress of cere-
monies was. Mrs. Almeta Met-
ter, who was introduced by
Mrs. Fannie Pulliam. Both are
members of Greater Open
Door.
Mrs. Sarah Echels is church
clerk.
to admit Peking would only
bring in a "demolition crew"




The vote was on a resolution
sponsored by Albania and 10
other nations to oust Nationalist
China.
The issue became fairly aca-
demic before the actual vote.
The assembly approved 66-48,
with 7 abstentions, a U. S. —
backed move to make the
seating of Peking subject to
approval by a two-thirds ma-
jority rather than by a sim-
ple majority. This assured
there could be no victory for
pro-Peking forces this year.
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
a
TO





More & more people are doing
their Christmas Shopping the
"Priceless" way...with Quality
Stamps. Join the thousands of
.Mid-Southerns who now shop
BIG STAR and save Quality Stamps.
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The GOP is winning the polls
again in 1966. Like Harry S.
Truman in 1948, President
Johnson looks bad in 1966. John-
son has been losing the head-
lines. He has lost the confi-





BY LYLE WILSON The rebellion against Tru-
Im,1Giddy Republicans are snif- an roared coast to coast
fing the poll pot again, get-
ting a big bang from the Poll-
sters numbers dope. It beats
the kiddies' glue pot for snif-
fing. Whoops! As in 1948, Re-
publicans are on a high rise
binge. Lest they forget: that
was the year Thomas E. Dew-
ey of New York knocked out
the tough little man from Mis-
border to gulf. More than 45
big name labor and Democra-
tic leaders opposed HST's re-
nomination. They said he
could not be elected. All hands
were looking for an alternate
candidate with more than mere
sectional appeal. They could
not find him, not even under
rocks
souri — licked HST, THAT IS, A hopeless Democratic na-
souri — licked HST, that is, un- tional convention sadly nomi-
til they counted the real ballots. nated Harry S. Truman for
president. HST was teamed with
Kentucky's Sen. Alben W.
Barkley. an old fashioned foot- was deposed in a bloodless 
planes were shot down. Gunfire
stomping campaigner and teller coup by his prime minister, also broke out along the Israeli-
of jokes. Truman stepped out it was disclosed. Jordanian border.
dapper, snarling, tough. Repub- The 19-year-old king of the
lican Thomas E. Dewey ran for generally anti-Western country The Israeli government said
President sitting down. Tru- was visiting in Kinshasa (for- in a communique the dogfight
man junked the rules and merly Leopoldville), the Congo broke out when two Soviet-builtslugged his way to national capital, when he was over-Warning: Don't hurry to Mig-19s tried to intercept a lightattention and admiration. thrown. He could not beplace your bets that Republican  HST Israeli reconnaissance planevictory magic is already rising iabbed with one hand: swung reached for comment.; :'
-in the other a smear bucket. Ntare. who had ousted his 
three miles inside Israel.
A WORLD IN CONFLICT
Mideast, Viet Battles Go
n; Coup Hits In Africa
from the Oa pot to scatter the
rascals and oth.ers from Wash-
ington and to supplant them
with new rascals and others.
But it must be conceded that
poll headlines have hurt LBJ:
August: Johnson's public sup-
port slipping!
September: War dims LBJ
popularity!
October: LBJ slips to lowest
point so far!
November: Bobby 7-point
party favorite over LBJ-Rom-
ney gains-LBJ sags!
Harry Truman had it tougher
in 1948. HST was hit harder
by more politicians. Party lead-
ers denied him.
Liberals scorned him — the
inept little Missouri haber-
dasher.
Truman vilified the Repub-
lican 80th (1947-48) Congress.
The 80th was a good Congress,
in fact, its most maligned legis-
lation is now well accepted.
HST accused Republicans of
trying to buy the election, of
seeking to take over the atom
for private profit. He told vo-
ters that Republicans were
pro-Fascist. What ignoble non-
sense! California's Earl War-
ren was Dewey's vice presi-
dentia) mate.
HST was a smash hit star
as a demagogue. Crowds loved
it, shouting: "Give 'em hell,
Harry." Election-eve polls were
unanimous. Dewey was in;
Truman out! The voters elected
Truman by 303 to 189 electoral
votes An anti-Truman splin-
ter party won 39 Southern elec-
toral votes.
LeMoyne Alumni To Hold
Two Meetings On Sunday
Alumni of LeMoyne College
will conduct two meetings this
Sunday, Dec. 4. according to
Elmer L. Henderson who serves
as president of both the national
association and the Memphis
unit.
Executive committee mem-
bers of the Memphis LeMoyne
Club will meet at 4 p.m. to
consider plans for sponsoring
the Lincoln University Stage-
crafters in a popular play here
early next year. They also will MARSEILLE, France — A
discuss the possibility of spon- group of French fortune tellers
soring a basketball game. looked into the future and saw
Captains in the $20,000 Alum- trouble. Police warned them
ni Matching Fund campaign they could be fined under a
will make financial reports at new law now if they plied their
5 p.m. T. R. McLemore, gen-i trade.
eral chairman of the drive, said
$10,000 has been pledged and
more than $4.000 received in
cash since the campaign got
underway two months ago.
in the Alumni Room of thelJayne's Son HasBoth 
meetings will be held
Hollis F. Price Library on cam -
Israeli and Egyptian jet fighters
SAIGON (UPI) — America's
battled in the skies over Israel, giant B52 bombers, now capa
and Israel said two Egyptian ble of their greatest destruc
tive force since first used in
own father last July to take) "Two Israel Mirage fighters
control of the onetime German' were brought into the area.
and Belgian territory, arrived They intercepted two Egyptian
in the Congo Nov. 23 to attend Mig-19 jets above Israeli tern -
the first anniversary celebra- tory south of Beerotayim and
tion of Congo President Joseph shot them down.
Mobutu's regime.
Burundi embassy officials
were trying to locate him.
Mobutu was angered by the
coup.
"Whoever staged the coup
could have waited for the re-
turn of the king who was a
guest of the people and the
government of the Congo," he not been involved directly in the
current crisis which has threat-
ened to explode into a new Mid-
dle East war.
said.
The Belgian foreign ministry
in Brussels first disclosed the
coup. Word of it arrived in
Kinshasa from Burundi, 600
miles away, from Uvira which
is across Lake Tanganyika
from Burundi.
Ministry officials said the 19-
'ear-old monarch was deposed
Monday night by Michel Mi-
combero, his premier and de-
fense minister, who announced
the overthrow by a military
junta and said a republic has
been established.
Ntare, in power only since
July when he deposed his fa-
ther, was 600 miles away in
Kinshasa (formerly Leopold-
ville), Congo, when the uprising
was staged.
The Israeli communique said
a "short aerial encounter en-
sued near the border within
Israeli territory. Two Egyptian
planes were downed. Both fell
near the border in Egyptian
territory.
The communique said the
Israeli planes returned safely to
base.
the war, struck Commune.i
troop concentrations near the
Cambodian border.
Military s p okesmen said
the Guam-based bombers
pounded a suspect Viet Cong
stronghold 260 miles north of
Saigon in a predawn raid sup-
porting American ground forces
in the Operation Paul Revere
,IV battle area.
The h i gh-altitude assault,'
spokesmen said, came on the
heels of a series of ground
skirmishes Monday in which
U. S. infantrymen reported
53 Communists killed. Most of
the action was in the same
dense jungle area struck by the
B52s.
The Stratofortrfesses first put
to action in the summer of 1965,
are described as the U.S. as-
sault weapon most feared by
Communists in Viet Nam. Be-
cause of their high altitude
capacity, their presence usually
remains undetected until the
force of their bombing is felt.
It was disclosed only Monday
by an informed source in
Washington that the expanded
B52 bomber forces now are
geared to hit Viet Nam tar-
gets with 600 tons of bombs
a day — a 33 per cent increase
in bombing rate.
LBJ Election AidA gunbattle along the Jordan.'
Ian border was short lived —
about three minutes. It began
when Jordanians fired on farm
workers in the Hebron area 30
miles south of Jerusalem and





(UPI) — Police rushed in to
THOUSAND 'OAKS, Calif. — break up a fierce fight over a
(UPI) — The 6-year-old son of woman between four bachelor
actress Jayne Mansfield and brothers sharing a house in this
muscleman Mickey Hargitay village some 30 miles southeast
was in "satisfactory" condition of Brussels.
after undergoing a second major The brothers are aged 72, 70,
operation in two days. 66 and 58.
Dark Futures
THE' FINEST SHOES







You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes for
years—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
hand-craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.
99 South Mcsia Sfr•ef
Cherq• Accounts Irr.it*cl
Burundi's Israel Battles Giant B52s
Teen Ruler With Jordan Hit Near
A,EniuicISALE.gyp,tuim
Is Deposed Cambodia
KINSHASA. CGngo (UPI) —
King Ntare V. teen-age ruler
of Burundi in Central Africa,
Israel has fought border
clashes with Syria and on Nov.
13 staged a punitive raid with
tanks and jets into Jordan — a
move which brought it censure
by the United Nations security
council.
But until Tuesday Egypt had
(70-AUTHORS OF PAPER
—Dr. John M. Mallette of
Tennessee State Univer-
sity's biology department
and Miss Sylvia Eubanks,
biology major, are the co-
authors of a paper to be
read on Nov. 25 before the
Tennessee A c a dem y of
Science which meets at East
Tennessee State University
In Johnson City. It is en-
titled "Some effects of
Birth Control Pills on Chick
Development," bind will be
presented by Miss Eubanks,
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Oierrtb••••1 el A. S. Swap. I.
Noe*. of emir" 51wa IVY
Sometime Spurned
by HENRY CATHCART
WASHINGTON — A case can
be made for the viewpoint that
all that talk about the "power
of the presidency" gets a bit
muddled up when it is applied
to off-year elections.
There is, of course, a great
temptation on the part of Wash-
ington pundits to look for nat-
ional "trends" and to weigh
the presidential prospects i n
terms of expected or actual
results of local elections.
Too often the temptation is
seized, with cockeyed readings
one result.
What is happening to Pres-
ident Johnson's 1966 campaign
plans is a case in point. The
White House apparently has con-
cluded that neither Mr. Johnson
nor some Democratic candi-
dates will be helped, on bal-
ance, by an intensive, whirl-
wind application of his pres-
ence.
Some Democratic candidates
evidently have let it be known
that they feel it might hurt
more than help their chances
if the Persident appeared.
In Montana, Democratic Sen.
Lee Metcalf is said to have
concluded long ago that his
widely-loved colleague, Demo-
cratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
is his best insurance as a cam-
paign aide.
If Mr. Johnson came in, na4
tional issues would be injected




• Enioy Social Popularity
Tool kid confident that your hair is
• groomed all day and evening when
yos use MURRAY'S Supe,for HAIR
DRESSING POMADE. k keeps hair
Grogy Is without that sticky,
meowIseila. Contains ao mikalisis or
roar ieritimes.
Look kw the mow




OS wile at drug stores.
Main stores, super
marts and b•rber
shops If _your dealer does not have
Morray's Pomade he can get it quickly
Ior row or seed ostY Si said we will
mail you 2 *at size Sisk Pomade
WNW Peat
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...it just tastes that way.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS/
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS




Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name 








If toll want to do all your own shifting. the 4-speed n
for you. Fairlane's optional Cipeed manual transmis-
sion (available with V•11.0 fOly ovnehrontred oath
higher numerical ratio in first *ear fAAt takeoff
from standing matt Floor•muunted shift les er has porn-
five reserse-gear lockout.
FAIRLANES
Spiel tal with the Faariane Grs I. new Sport :laic
(:rilisc-0-111 *tic Drivr, which permits both rrianual
and au (onto (tc shifting. For manual gear changing. move
shift lever back to Low (11 and upshift through 2nd
I aod into High or Drice (L)). For fully automatic
Shifting, sintply move fryer to Drive and got
FAIRLANES FAIRLANESa
THESE FORDS ARE NOW WAITING
AT UNBELIEVEABLE CLOSEOUT PRICES
COME IN TODAY IT ONLY 1AKE A MINUTE TO MAKE YOUR DEAL.
BETTER BUY AT
FIERFF FORD






Goldwater and Nixon are calling the
shots, no question about that. As this
becomes more apparent, the enthusiasm
born of the recent election victories will
cool to the point of frigid apathy. Such a
state of internal discontent is _ always
dangerous for a political party that is
trying to restore itself to national power.
This has happened to the Republi-
can party before. It can happen again. It
was not too long ago that speculation was
rife on the possible disappearance of the
Grand Old Party. Its resurgence is only
' an omen; it does not prove that Mr.
Johnson or the Democrats will go down.
or even do as badly in 196f4 as in 19n6.
Out of the welter of change and re-
orientaticn comes the question of. the
role of the black vote in the reconstruc-
tion of the ReptibBeen party. Both Cote
water and Nixon have said repeatedly
that they were not interested in the Ne-
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The Negro Vote
Much intra-party interplay is loing
on in the Republican camp. The liberals
and the conservatives are sparring again.
And the soothsayers are predicting a
smashing victory for the Goldwater-
Nixon coalition. At this juncture, the
picture looks dismal for the Eastern
wing of the party, especially since Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller removed himself as a elections.
Presidential possibility. With the increase in the density of
the urban population, the Negro vote has
augmented its weight correspondingly.
By 1968, that vote will be more than a
balance of power, it will be a decisive
factor beyond challenge.
gro vote. They think a GOP victory can
be achieved without it.
This is, of course, infantile think-
ing. There are ten industrial cities in
the North in which the Negro vote has
held the balance of power in the last
eight Presidential elections. Those ten are
the cities that decide American national
•
Negro leadership has an in-
escapable moral responsibility to see to
it that the Negro vote is committed to
the right party and the right candidates.
This vote must not be dissipated on a
Third Party movement or used in sup-
port of candidates who are opposed to
open housing, integrated schools and
other salient aspects of the civil rights
struggle.
Negroes must not equate their
cause with party loyalty. They most in-
sist on open declaration of the candi-
dates' positions on those basic Consti-
tutional issues whose fulfillment is the
acid test of derriocracv as well as a deter-
minant of the place of the Negro in the 
Americansociety.
Red China And UN
Through a draft resolution submit-
ted to the United Nations, the Upited
States hopes to keep Communist China
from being admitted to membership in
the world organization.
Adoption of the resolution by a
simple majority in the General .As-
sembly would mean that a two-thirds
vote would be required there to seat the
Communist regime and to unseat Na-
tionalist China.
The American delegation is laboring
under the assumption that there will be
enough votes to assure approval of the
resolution. This shift in U.S. policy is
interpreted in diplomatic circles as
meaning that America is no longer in-
terested in exploring the possibility for
support of a two-China policy in the
current session of the General As-
sembly.
There is strong support for this
policy in the State Department. How-
ever, Secretary of State Dean Rusk is
adamant in his opposition to it. Thus
far, he has consistently refrained from
making public the reasons for his dis-
approval.
Whatever may be the basis on which
Secretary Rusk rests his argument, the
point still remains that the United
States is committing a grave error in
barring Peking from the United Nations.
Once Communist China has nu-clear
parity with the other atomic powers,
there will be no way of keeping her
from threatening world peace. She will
not lend her ears to emissaries charged
with the responsibility of restraining
her from committing provocative acts.
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Peking's main objective i s complete
domination of all Asia. Membership in
the United Nations is the only source
that might exert enough influence on the
Chinese Red hierarchy to prevent plung-
ing the world into a catastrophic con-
flict.
It should be obvious to all that Com-
munist China inside ,the United Nations
would be far more malleable than she
would be out of the organization. Those
who oppose her on whatever grounds
must bear the responsibility for laying
the foundation for a world conflict of
unparalleled ferocity.
Francisco Gomez
Juan Bosch's resignation from the
Dominican Revolutionary Party brings
to the fore his close collaborator, Fran-
cisco Pena Gomez. a black man of con-
siderable political stature. He has been
chosen the nominal leader of the party
until a new president is selected several
months hence.
In the interim, the party structure
will be reorganized, possibly along lines
designed to reduce the influence of ex-
tremists in the organization. Bosch is
going on a two-month vacation in Euro-
re. He has been designated as official
adviser to the party.
Franciso Gomez, young and dynam-
ic, is regarded by American officials as
a moderate and a dedicated supporter of
democracy, though like Bosch, a
strong nationalist.
GENIE WITH THE HEAVY HAND
LAST OF QUINTS STRUGGLES FOR LIFE
Boni sue, the first born and lone surviving
quintuplet born to Mr. and Mrs. Aranson of
Pittsburgh was reported doing well in her
JUGs Planning
The plush Vista Drive resi-
dence of Mrs. Jo Bridges. was.
the meeting place for J-U-G-S.'
Inc., last Saturday night. Mrs.
Bidges. the hostess with the
"mostest," greeted the mem-
bers attired in a luscious green
velveteen hostess gown with
matching, jeweled mules.
Early arrivals Anne Nelson.
Marie Bradford and Helen
Cooke were chatting in the
strirzLzle for life. At birth she weighed
little 0% er one pound. (UPI Telephoto)
Charity Ball
reading •room sipping cock-
tails when Hester Miller, Nedra
Smith, Gerri Little, Sarah
Chandler, Dolores Lewis and
Pearl Gordon arrived.
The group was then ushered
to the exquisitely decorated,
cozy living room for the busi-
ness meeting. Plans were ten-
tatively made for the JUGS
Annual Charity Ball, Friday
night', arch 3, 1967.
a
In The Spring
Following the business ses-
sion, members enjoyed and de-
voured a delicious Thanksgiving
buffet supper, served in the den
amidst a nostalgic Thanksgiving
setting. The group was later
joined by Norma Griffin, Joan
Johnson and her cousin from
Chicago and Jo's sister and
brotper — Virginia Grinner and
Vernon Johnson. It was a beau-
tiful evening for all.
Alabama Panel Gets Jail Integration Suit
MONTGOMERY, Ala, — A
suit seeking desegregation of
Alabama prisons, jails and
prison staffs went before a
three-judge federal panel yes-
terday.
It was he who really put the spark
in the 1965 revolution which necessi-
tated the presence of U.S. armed forces.
When the revolt broke out, Gomez, as
radio commentator, briefly wrenched
control of Radio Santo Domingo from
government officials and urged the peo-
ple to take to the streets and demon-
strate for the return of constitutional
government.
He is reputed to be staunchly anti-
Communist and determined to keep the
reformist Dominican Party in moderate
hands. He is today, probably the strong-
est figui e in Dominican politics. and
may well be powerful enough to topple
the present regime if the occasion
should require it.
Should President Joaquin Balaguer
be ousted, Francisco Gomez has a good
chance to become the successor.•
of an Alabama statute out lace,
la wing federal school desegre-vides
gation guide lines. Passed at theplace
'request of Gov. George C. Wal- lost.
the 1966 law also pro-
for state funds to re-
any federal aid funds
Dr. Jackson Raps Rights Leaders
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Baptist
The complaint, filed last'leader Dr. Joseph H. Jackson
Feb. 18, calls for total desegre-says civil rights leaders Mar-
gation of state, county and city rtin Luther Mug, 
Stokley Car-
prisons and jails. The hiring michael, and Saul 
Alinsky have
of guards, other prison per. stirred up 
trouble to seek their
sonnel and deputies on a de- goals.
segregated basis was also
asked. 
Dr. Jackson. president of the
National Baptist Convention,
A five-judge federal panelland pastor of Olivet Baptist
today will hear another suit: Church, 3101 S. South Park-
challenging the constitutionality 'way, told a news conference
SOME ARE LIKE THAT
Dig, Rev, since we re both firm believers in that self-
help thing you're always talking about, slip these two
packages inside your coat before you split. We'll
break the bread right down the middle ... you dig?
A Point Of Veiw
Negro Chlorides
The 28th annual Blues Ektwl
Game was played in Memphis
last week. It was a success as
a sports spectacle. . .as usual.
It pits some of the best high
vhool teams in the area
against each other to climax
the gridiron season. The idea
has caught on. There are more
high school bowl games spring-
ing up all over.
But the game, however im-
portant, was not the main fea-
ture for the Blues Bowl. The
important aspect is that the
Blues Bowl Games proceed and
the manner in which they are
spent represent something
much more important. They
represent the oldest and biggest
Negro-sponsored and initiated
organized charity in Memphis,
the state of Tennessee, and
possibly the nation.
It is a trite observation that
the Negro as a group does not
do too much in sponsoring
charitable efforts to help his
own. This is in sharp contrast
to other American ethnic
groups. The Jews have a na-
tionally-organized w elf are
movement. Its primary aim is
to help needy Jews. However,
it is big enough to help others.
The same may be said for other
national and 'racial groups in
the United States. The glaring
exception is the Negro. . .as
a whole.
This is not to say that Ne-
groes are not charitable. Most
Negro churches collect money,
prepare baskets, and otherwise
help the needy members of the
congregation. Most Negro so-
cial clubs in Memphis take up
funds and provide baskets for
the needy at various times.
There is always ready Negro
response when a call goes out
for worthy persons in distress.
. . .regardless of race. It must
be admitted that there is quite
a bit of charitable effort shown'
by Negroes. . .over and beyond
their contributions to the tra-
ditional charitable institutions
and movements they help sup-
Port
But the fault lies in the fact
that there is not enough basic
organization of Negro chari-
table effort. It has long been
an observation of Lt. George
W. Lee, organizer of the Blues
Bowl Committee, that one of
the most effective manners in
which the Negro can establish
himself as a first-class citizen
is to organize himself, as a
group, to do all he can to help
his ov!ii.
Seems like he's absolutely






There were many reasons why
I wished so hard and worked
so hard to aid the re-election of
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. When
I say I, of course, I do not mean
myself individually. For, if ever
a man had a great team around
him, I had one in the Jackie




wanted to see a
Rockefel-
ler victory was





tion to the Gov- ROBINSON
ernorship of California.
, In my book, Ronald Reagan is
as much bad news for minority
people as Gov. Nelson Rocks-
feller is good news.
that the three leaders "have
the notion- they can create
tension and stir up bitterness
from which comes constructive'
solutions for social evils.
"The best Negro leaders for
Buffalo are Negroes who live,
in Buffalo," Jackson said.
In the light of progress in
civil rights, Jackson said, more
emphasis must be placed on
i the importance of local leader -




HANOVER. N. H. — Accord-
ing to Stokly Carmichael, the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee will meet next
month to plan "attacks" on
northern cities.
The black power advocate
and controversial head of SNCC
told reporters his battle to
combat segregation and de
I facto segregation begins war on
' northern cities in the early
spring.
Reaffirming his stand against
the draft, Carmichael said,





DETROIT — U. S. motor ve-
hicle production last week total-
ed 244,545 units, including the
I eight-millionth vehicle of the
!calendar year, the Automobile
Manufacturers Association rt-
ported







King Ntare V. the teenage ruler
in San Francisco — the tallest
man in America, at the mo-
ment, as far as I was concern-
ed, — I felt that if this man's
leadersnip were repudiated in
his own state, then there wasn't
much hope for a two party
system.
I am pleasantly surprised that
the American voting public
came through for moderate and
liberal Republicans despite talk
of the backlash.
I am glad to see Edward
Brooke in Massachussetts
elevated to the Senate, Senator
Case in Jersey returned to his
seat. Winston Rockefeller won t
-.4
Qui against a Democrat who
would not even shake the hand
of a Negro as he campaigned.
The Republicans now have a
chance. Let's see if they've got
the heart to take it — or
whether they want to go back
to the travesty of a Cow Palace.
(ANP Feature.)
CHIEF IN CONGO
of Burundi, in Central
Africa, was dethroned in a bloodless coup, Belgium's forth!"
ministry said. Ntare (left) is Shown as he arrived in Kin-
shasa (formerly Leopoldville), the Congo, greeted by Congo
President Joseph Mobutu (right). (UPI Telephoto)
GOP Leadership
Republicans are in a festive mood over their
' governorship gains. They are measuring them in terms
of a GOP bid for the Presidency. They forget that a
' Governor's popularity is inclined to prove transient.
Governors can strengthen the party's organizii
tional position within the several states, but they can
also quickly become a liability — even a drag on the
national ticket. The Republicans are in for serious in-
ternal struggles for power. There are stmply too many
stars for the show. The outcome may hinge on geogra-
phy rather than personality, but however that may be,




NEW YORK — For the past
few months, Rep Adam Clay-
ton Powell, D-N.Y., has been
slipping in a n d out of New
York on Sundays to lead his
Harlem congregation in prover.
But now he's lost his Sunday
visiting privileges
An order took away the
clergyman-Congressman's im-
munity from arrest on Sundays
and authorized the sheriff of
New York County (Manhattan)
to arrest Powell on any day of
the week
Powell's troubles with the
law stem from his failure to
pay a $164,000 slander judge-
ment w o n by Mrs. Esther
James, a Harlem widow whom
Powell called a "hag woman,"
or graft collector.
So far, three civil and one
criminal contempt of court
orders calling for Powell's ar-
rest have been issued bet
he Congressman h a a con-
veniently kept out of New YOrk
except on Sundays to minister
to his flock at the Abyssinian
Baptist Cburth.
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Special Events--
Eddie Williams and wife,
Frankie Williams enjoy the
music of The Club Paradise
Band and Aretha Franklin
Ned Taylor and his date
Kathleen Jones meet old
friends, with fun as always,
'Prince (Gabe) Kirby, Lan.
sky Brothers Men's Shop,
Beal and Second Street,
Says "Back To Autumn Liv-
hig" f e a tur i n g Calvert
Clothes for fall or winter.
Suddenly there's football in
the air. You feel like chas-
ing a thousand chtallenges.
See (Gabel and his whole
411 mama. -
and Combo. It was fun 'til
the end. They were as thrill-
ed to meet "Big Ella" as
was Aretha.
with the thrills of the songs
of Aretha.
array of sport coats, slacks,
suits, sweaters. duffle coats
and shoes. Colors that range
from the boldly brilliant to
the conservatively muted in




Beale Ind Second Streets
TINE LIFE OF
Ervaella "Big Ella" Tate,
Aretha Franklin, Ind




CLUB PARADISE. • •
the party at club
last Sunday mite.
Franklin, our own
Hazel Bade and Daisy Page enjoyed the Aretha Frank.
were among the ones who lin show.
••• """
Memphis product. Did her
numbers with every bit of
soul she could put in them.
Have fun this Sunday and dise, with a package full
evPry Sunday at Club Para- of thrills.
UNION CHEVROLET - AD Grant (left) is presenting the Chevrolet. This is a Mick
Tri-State Defender Circulation keys Mr. Ray Wicks (right) scratching business, Wicks and
Manager knows that our ad.'T.S.D. Circulation Manager, Grant understands the key to
vertisers gives the best deali who recently purchased a new selling. Cooperation keeps each
in town. This is why he shoppetilSuper Sport Chevrolet, anotherl product constantly moving.
at Union Chevrolet. Mr. Tommyi satisfied customer of UnionlTommy offers the best possible
deal in town r.n a, new or used
car. Quick and easy financing,
no waiting, no red tape. Walk
in and ride out...Toda). Tom-
my is waiting ... "For You!"The 
magnificent ones r tha Franklin show last CO-
vial club, enjoyed the Are day. Left-Right, Frances IL
Miller, Barbara Land. Clay- and Marva Brown.
tine Coleman. Shirley Caple







on making his own choices.
He walks in his own shoes."
S. D. Gordcs.
With the Thanksgiving holidays
now behind us folks have al-
ready begun preparations for
the Yuletide Season. This past
holiday season was crammed
full of festive occasions —
parties, weddings, an anniver-
sary, travelers and visitors.
Peggy Prater, the vivacious
alternate to "Miss Co-Ette" was
hostess to the ,Co-Ettes on the
Sunday preceding the holidays
in the family room of the Prater'
i we envy them, no thoughts, Dr. John Jordan, Fredia Marr,
!about calories or so we've been,Clara Hobson, Katheryn
told its fashionable to discuss Thomas, Martha Horne and
grams now. Mary Ethel Jones.
Sandra Hobson, the cute' 'Static Sengstacke and Ann
Iprexy who handles each item of
business with so much poise
and ease was at the helm as
they discussed the Charity
Balls — all to benefit the United
Negro College Fund, the Hous-
ton Co-Ettes have set December
21, as their date; it's the 27th children have a good time. , folks all attended the Ninette
for the Detroit Chapter and the We'll have to tell yeti about Social Club's cocktail party be-
Memphis Co-Ettes will be hold- the little ones when we get fore the game at the New Era
ing sway December 30, in Bruce their pictures but we've never — it's an annual party and the
I Hall. Makes it a swinging month seen a prettier group of young. hats sported are something else
doesn't it? sters! Elsie was given an assist so we hear. The sisters andShoes divide men into .home on Quinn. Methinks the It didn't go unnoticed that by her lovely mother, Mrs. their families were guests ofthree classes. Some Men I Co-Ettes think that that Praters' Harry Mae Simons, the aunt of Omar Robinson, Sr., her mother their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
wear their father's shoes. l handsome family room with its Carol Thompson, one of our in law, Mrs. Melvin Malunda, G. Patton. And Frances Hooks
They make no decisions of Sr., her sisters in law, Lillian drove her mother, Mrs. Georgia
piped in music, much of it Honoarary Co-Ettes, is Chair-
their own. Some are no- i geared to teen-age likes, is their man of the UNCF drive. She's Robinson, Mildred Jones and Dancy up to St. Louis so thethinkingly shod hy the 'unofficial club house, the first woman chairman entourage of waiters, and his her niece Wanda Jones. family could be together, An-
definitely but definitely there tol 
Watching the antifs of their 
drew had already flown up lastcrowd. The strong man is Well, with such doting and since the Co-Ettes have been Pretty mate Annie Jean were
his own cobbler. He insists congenial parents as Helen and working for the UNCF. Bully youngsters as they took advant- 
week for a check-up and to be
tor her! see that everything little thing age of the slides and played 
under the watchful eye of his
games were Hattie Swearengen, son, Dr. Andrew 
"Buddy" who's
doing a residency in PediatricsCurlie Davis, Joan Hamilton,
at Homer G. Phillips.Frances Green, Joyce Pinkston, 
Bernice Randolph, who with her 
Making the picture complete
husband Dr. Paul an obstetri- 
were Buddy's wife, Arlie, and
cian has moved back to her 
their two little girls, Amber
hometown. The attractive Ber- and Andrea. Frances jetted off
nice whom we've been told was to 
Detroit where she joined her
a brillant student at LeMoyne 
hubby Judge-Rev. Ben L. Hooks
and U. of T. where she earned 
who burned the mortgage on his
her Masters, is a Social Worker church, Greater Mt. Moriah
Baptist. — And State Represen-
Edwin are, we can easily under-
stand why the bunch feels so
much at home over there The
Praters displayed their warm
cordiality as they assisted Peg-
gy in entertaining the twenty-
five young sub debs which in-
cluded the seventeen new mem-
bers. The delicious ham steaks,
green beans with almonds, a
very pretty colorful congealed
salad, yummy sweet potatoes
with marshmallows, piping hot
rolls, and the prettiest cake
,ever, kept the young ones go-
ing back for seconds. Oh, bow
downtown and union ave.
senthland mail
C S S
icrsh;on spec;o/ists in sizes






1117.t.s 38 to 48
what c lovely,
practice Christmas
gift! . . . 'washable,
no-lron nylon tricot
pajama with matching
rob• the Color of
the pajama top
matches the piping
on the robe and
compliments the
darker tone . . .
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sizes 161,Z to 321! and 18 to 52
DRESSES • COATS
KNIT SUITS •
or7glnany 2.00 fo 145.00
899 to 10999
shop all three stores for
these fabulous Fall fashions .. .
reduced to dear.
STORE HOURS AIONDAY
depot tewvs 10:00 NI 9 P.M.
Wee am 9:10 HI 5:10 P.M.
IMPAHolemh 10:00 ISO P.M.
J DOWNTOWN • 64 S. MAIN • S21.6416
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274.2045




And proper oohs and aahs went just right.
And so it was — good music,were given Sandra, Denise Sims
we didn't get the name of the
combo but they had just the
right beat, good food, good
drinks and the comradeship of
good friends all decked out in
holiday clothes with the beauty
of the establishment providing
the proper background.
Asst. U.S. District Atty. C. 0.
Horton is president of the group
and •his wife is the charmingi
Evie; Horace Chandler is vice
president and his Sarah is a
bright eyed beauty who chose a
blue sequin sheath that set her
figure off to perfection; O'Ferrel
Nelson is secretary and was
with his good looking Ann; Oli-
ver Johnson is treasurer and
his mate is the petite and sweet
Frances.
Other members and their
mates are Willie Lindsey with
Gloria in green a perfect foil
for her blondness; Otis Brown
and his striking Jerry; Longine
Cooke with his Helen sporting
a new close cropped haircut
which is just the thing for her;
A. D. and Hester Miller; George
and Vera Clark, she was in
green; Wallace Wilburn escort-
ing Sherby Gunn, Charles and
Curl Patterson, Dr. Charles and
Maria Pinkston, she was her
ever effervescent self pretty in
a blue suit with matching mink
collar;
More members of the club
which does quite well with their
investments are Bennie Batts,
whose wife is Helen; John
Wesley espoused to Mary, Gene
Robinson with his wife Gracie
and Freeman Robinson and his
and Joyce Lincoln for being
finalists in the National Achieve-
ment - Scholarship Program.
They're the offsprings of the
Louis Hobsons. the Frank
Simses and Minnie L. Reeves
and Dr. C. Eric Lincoln. This
is the program to which Addie
D. Jones was recently named
a judge.
And of course they were all
so proud of Marsha Turner who
was the only student at Booker
T. Washington High to make the
Principal's List for Scholarship.
She belongs to Marcelene Turn-
er and U. R. J. Turner. And
then there were congrats to
Carol Earls, who raised the se-
cond highest amount of money
in the "Miss Social Belle" con-
test for the NAACP and was
named first alternate. This lass
belongs to the Felton Earls.
Other Co-Ettes adding their
"say so" to the business of the
day in the zestful manner of the
young were Marsha Chandler,
whose sister, Karen, is now her
Co-Ette sister also; Janet Mc-
Ferren, a new member who was
named third vice president;
Joyce Parker, Sharon Lewis,
"Miss Co-Ette'•: Harriett Davis
Gwendolyn Williamson, another
new member named to an of-
fice, that of Chaplain; Glenda
Taylor also a new officer — co.
journalist; Marilyn Carter, De-
bra Lynn Currie. Cassandra
Hunt, Matrice Hurrah, Judith
Johnson. Gail Lee, Deborah
Northcross, Faronette Ran-
dolph, Melba Sartor. Pamela
Starks and Beverly Steinberg. wife Gwelyne.
After their meeting the Co- Some of the guests were that
Ettes were off to home where handsome couple Joyce and
they glamorized themselves be- Howard Pinkston, Shirley and
fore serving as ushers at the George Watkins, Fredricka and
Cleo Quitman Dance Recital in Dr. B. T. Hodges and with their
Music Hall of The Auditorium guests from St. Louis Erma and
where we espied Ethyl Venson, Earl Strauther, Peggy Cox in a
to whom we extend heartiest green empire dress whcih she
congratulations on being named wears so well with her slender
the first woman and first Negro figure, with Harper Brewer.
to the MHA Board; Lee Eleanor Betty and Gene Washburn, De-
Benson with her son Jerry. lores and Harold Lewis, she was
Gladys Brodnax, the sophisticat in green which featured sleeves
with a pretty white mink hat with matching mobils, an eye-
matching her mink trimmed catcher indeed; Ernestine and
coat; Gwen Poston, Bernice Jarvey Cunningham, she always
Sims, Jewel Hulbert, Velma looks good, has the prettiest
Lois Jones with her cousin Kay hair; Doris and Ernest Patter-
Jones from Chicago: Modean: son, and Margaret and Chastene
Thompson with her Andrea, Thompson.
Alicia, Allison and their little Saturday afternoon Elsie and
neighbor friend, Lisa Prieson; Melvin Malunda, Jr., feted their
the Samuel Peaces with their adorable little Sonja with a
coed, Shirley, charming with a birthday party in the nursery
white fox shrug; and the Peace rooms of Parkway Gardens
boys, Moses and Samuel, Jr.; Presbyterian Church where they
Mollie C Bolton Mary Kay are members and Sonja is a
Tolleson, Rachel Carter, Helen member of the nursery set.
Thompson, Theresa Thompson, Elsie, who has the patience of
Beason were co-chairmen of the
program.
Getting the holiday season off
the ground with a swinging set
were the members of the Ex-
plorer's Investment Club which
is composed of several outstand-
ing young men in our communi-
ty whose professions are Assis-
tant United States District at-
torney, bank cashier, teachers,
principals and dentist.
Wednesday was the night and
the place was the posh Stein-
berg's Malibu House which gets
our bid as a top supper club.
Wilton, the owner who answers
to the nickname of "Stein," his
Job needed all she could muster
to handle the thirty-one small
fry on hand to help Sonja cele-
brate her fourth natal day.
Being a schoolmarm she could
readily call on her resources
and now for the food, one would
have thought that delicious slaw
came from the family's place —
with hot dogs of course, potato
chips, candies, nuts, ice cream
and all the party fare that make
•
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at the Federation Day Care
Center which is under project
Map South.
And then there was another
interesting personality, Thelma
Williams, who with her children
are next door neighbors to the
Malundas on Foster while her
Army Major hubby, Emanuei
finishes a tour of duty in Thai-
land. They have lived in Ger-
many which gave them the op-
portunity to visit such places
as Berchtesgarden and G ar-
mishch, Germany both East and
West Berlin and among the
other places they visited were
Salzburg, Austria, Paris, Rome,
klorence, and Venice.
This accounts for the many
beautiful objects d' art which
Elsie tells us grace her home.
A pretty and delightful per-
sonality, she won the title of
"Miss LeMoyne" durigg her col-
lege days. A 'welcome home to
both families, Dr. Randolph
hails from the Windy City and
Major Williams is from the Bay
area of San Francisco.
The holidays brought its
share of weddings too Yvonne
Hawkins and James Eddie
Moore chose Thanksgiving Day
as their wedding day and were
married in the home of her
grandmother, Mrs. Lucy Peo-
ples, on Lauderdale with a re-
ception following at the Trigg
Avenue home of her aunt, Mrs.
Mildred H. Jones. It was also
the wedding day of Mabel
Young and Milton Burchfield
at the First Baptist Church
Broad with a reception following
at the home of the bride's par-
ents, Mr. a n d Mrs. Jesse
Young on Rozelle. Jewell Nor-
ment and Ivory Walker pledged
their vows at St. Matthews Bap-
tist Church, followed by a re-
ception given by her mother,
Mrs. William Norment, Sr., in
the Georgian Room of the
Sheraton-Peabody.
And also over Thanksgiving
week-end Mr. and Mrs. George
Dixon celebrated their fifty-fith
wedding anniversary and were
honored with a reception by
their grandchildren, Federicka
and Dr. Booker T. Hodges in
their well appointed beautifully
furnished Lakeview home.
Holiday Travelers — Natural-
ly scads of people took to the
airlines and roads to celebrate
elsewhere and among these
were Velma Lois Jones and Ann
Benson who drove up to Chatta
nooga where they were house
guests of Ann's sister Aline Up-
shaw, and of course Velma the
regional director of the AKAs
met with the chapter there as
well as Nashville on the way
home — Delorise and Chris
Booth took to the highways in
their new Tempest and motored
to Atlanta — Marie Bradford
and Amelia Williams took to the
air for the Windy City to visit
Marie's sister Helen , and,
Mollie C Bolton and her pretty
teen-age daughter Marilyn also
traveled to Chicago via wings
— Helen Cook and Nell North-
cross "the Patton sisters of
Memphis" and their families,
Longino, -Lonnie, Dr. Ttieron,
Theron, Jr., Reggie and Debbie;
went to Nashville the grown
tative Elect J. 0. Patterson, Jr.,'
spent the holidays in Murfress-
boro and Nashville acclimating
himself to the dunes which will
confront him come January.
On the social side the activi-,
ties included a buffet dinner at
the Executive Mansion hosted
by Governor and Mrs. Frank G.
Clement and a luncheon at the
Capitol. The handsome young
barrister brings a fresh face to
the political scene and we wish
him well.
And Mary Thompson former
librarian at Georgia Avenue
until a few days ago spent
Thanksgiving Day with her hus-
band James in Frankfort, Ger-
many. She's going to stay there
with him until may, 1968 when
his tour of duty will be over!
She's the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Collins and he's the
son of the R. B. Thom psons.
James has three brothers
who're also in the service, Cap-
tain Richard, Ensign Albert and
Airman Second Class Charles
Thompson. Their father is
principal of Carver High.
Dr. James Byas spent Sunday,
through Wednesday of this wee':
at t h e New York University
Medical Center taking a course
in Electrocardiography. The
likeable Dr. B., who keeps
abreast with his profession, was
recently appointed to the staff
at Baptist Memorial Hospital.
A doff of the old wig to the
Dr.. who is treading in the foot-
steps of his late father and
uncles.
And it was home for the holi-
days for some — Whittier
Sengstacke, Jr., came home
from Tennessee State where he
is editor of the Meter and
brought his friend, William
Brown, who is Lt. Col. of the
ROTC at the University — John
"Twiffy" Arnold, III was here
from Fisk — William Jackson
flew in from Buffalo, New York,
to visit his mother, Mrs. Stella
L. Jackson and brother Donald
on Netherwood and his sister
Hazel Lee on Edith. — Agnes
Jelks came down from Chicago
with her children, Sandra and
Eddie to visit her aunt and
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Bowen on Jeanette and Dorothy
Jones. motored home to visit
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. 0.
C. Jones, along with her co-
worker Mrs. Grace Parker who
visited relatives in Sheffield,
Alabama.
An Answer
Designer - manufactrer Mol-
lie Parnis has the answer to
the slip-showing problem,
She slashes some of her day-
time print dresses to mid-thigh
at the sides, then sets a match-




Miss Brenda Ann Sawyer and,
Ernest Clifford Bell, Jr., have
chosen December 26, as their
wedding date at St. Thomas
Catholic Church at high noon.
The pretty bride elect is the
daughter of Mrs. Otho S. Saw-
yer, Sr., of 1232 Dunnavant and
the late Mr. Sawyer.
The groom-to-be is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Bell
of 559 Stephens place and the
nephew of Miss Mattie Bell
with whom he resides at 373
Boyd St.
Miss Sawyer is a graduate of
'Fr. Bertrand High School where
!she reigned as Miss Fr. Ber-
trand". While in high school
she was president of the Catho-
lic Students Missionary Cru-
sade, a member of the band,
choir and glee club. She was
also a member of the Mem-
phis Chapter Co-Ette Club.
Inc., while in high school and
also served with the volunteer
teens at the E. H. Crump Hos-
pital.




Members of the Alpine Neigh-
borhood club and their friends
were feted at the club's annual
Pre-Thanksgiving P a rty on
Monday night. Nov. 21, held at
the home of Mrs. Cora Lee of
1591 Beale St.
An accomplished practitioner
of the culinary arts, Mrs. Lee.
who is also chaplain of the club,
served turkey, dressing, maca-
roni salad, cranberry sauce,
gravy, ham, ravioli, rolls,
punch and cake, and was com-
plimented by all of her guests.
, The dinner was considered
1both a financial and social suc-
cess by the club, and gratitude
has been expressed to all who
attended.
The club's December meeting
will be held on Monday night,
Dec. 12 ,at the home of Mrs.
Lucetta Butler of 591 S. Park-
way east, and all members are
urged to be present. Mrs. Paul-
ine Toney is president of the
club.
coln University at
City. Mo.. where she was a
member of the band and wom-
en's drill team. She is now a
junior at LeMoyne college and
a member of Delta Sigma The-
ta sorority. She is a soloist in
the LeMoyne Choir and has
been a featured soloist coli the
"Good Morning From Memphis
Show" on Channel 3 Television
station.
Mr. Bell is a graduate of
Father Bertrand High School
where he was president of the
band, a member of the track
team, a member of the choir
and glee club.
He is a senior at Lincoln uni-
versity where he is a repre-
sentative of the Student Govern-
ment Association, member of
the band, member of the New-
man Club, Dormitory Coun-
cilor, and Treasurer of the Sen-
ior Class. His fraternities are
Omega Psi Phi, Phi Beta
Lambda Business Fraternity,
and the Pershing Rifle Military
Fraternity.
Mr. Bell is also a member of
the advanced ROTC Corps and
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ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At 3 Bank"
DAILY WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS
100% HUMAN HAIR
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES























isplIti CLAIRE INC.]14 NO. MAIN STREETCORNER SOUTH COURT ST. OPEN DAILY10:00 10 5:30THURS. TIL 8:30
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In a discussion of Chinese cookery.' Mme. Grace
Chu once said, "The art of Chinese cooking was
passed down from generation to generation, kept alive
by word of mouth (mother telling daughter), through
observation (watching the family cook in action), or
simply through trial and error. The techniques of this
art were refined and delleloped over
thousands of years . . . Traditionally
the period of apprenticeship takes a
minimum of three years of which no less
than two-and-a-half years are spent just
learning and practicing how to cut vari-
ous foods properly . . . The apprentice is
never permitted to ask questions. Nor
will an established chef volunteer any
information. Whatever the apprentice
chef learns, he learns by watching his 4
teacher at work."
So it does seem outrageously brave CANNON
or even brazen to suggest that a Chinese
supper can be prepared in just a few carefree min-
utes. The keys, of course, are the many frozen, can-
ned and packaged Chinese ingredients now available
in all parts of the country. •
PEPPERY PORK CHOPS ON FRIED RICE
PEDESTALS*
This dish has its roots in the cooking of the
Szetchuen (pronounced zet - chew - en) provinee where
the cuisine is peppery and the pork dishes are exceed-
ingly popular. In China they would use pork which
has been pre-boiled. We get the same effect with
brown-and-serve pork chops.
Brown 8 of these pork chops in about 1 table-
spoon peanut oil. Combine 2 cups vegetable juice cock-
tail with 1/4. cup soy sauce, 14 teaspoon ginger and 1/8
teaspoon cayenne pepper or !it teaspoon hot pepper
sauce (1 or 2 cloves garlic, crushed, optional). Pour
over the chops. Cover, lower the heat and cook gently
about 20 minutes or until the chops are tender. Mean-
while, heat 2 (10 ounce) packages frozen fried rice
according to directions. Turn out onto a heated plat-
ter. Top with the pork chops. Pour the sauce over the
meat, and garnish with sliced tomatoes and green
pepper rings. Makes generous portions for 4.
SWIFT SUPPER, CHINESE FASHION
Egg Rolls with Fire Dip





EGG ROLLS WITH FIRE DIP . . . A popular
brand of frozen egg rolls comes with its own envelope
of dry mustard attached. Mix this mustard (or 1 to
2 teaspoons dry mustard) into 2 tablespoons tothato
catsup. Let stand at least 15 minutes to mellow the
flavor.
PEPPERY PORK CHOPS ON FRIED RICE
PEDESTALS* . . . See starred recipe.
TAOIST BEAN SPROUTS . . . The Taoists of
China have always been known as great vegetarians
and were among the first people of the world to em-
phasize nutrition. Drain 1 (1 pound) can bean sprouts.
Rinse in cold water. Heat a well-greased frying pan
over high heat. Add a tablespoon of butter or peanut
oil, 1 (4 ounce) can mushroom pieces with their own
liquid, 1/1, teaspoon salt. Stir and fry about 1 minute
.or until well heated. Cover and cook 2 minutes longer.
Sprinkle with freshly ground black pepper. Serve im-
mediately.
LICHEE FRUITS. . . These delicate fruits, which
look like the palest of pink rosebuds and have a kind
of wild rose fragrance, come in cans imported from
Hong Kong, Serve very well chilled. They can be pur-
chased or mail-ordered from Chinese groceries and are
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Foot problems result mainly
from hereditary factors, injury,
or illness, according to The
American Podiatry Association.
Shoes just aggravate pre-exist-
ing conditions. A factor in toot





are made worse by shoes that'
do not fit properly or are not.
the right type for your feet.
But keep in mind that there
is no such thing as a ready-
made "corrective shoe."
Exercises can be helpful in
keeping your feet healthy. Your
podiatrist can recommend some
that are easy to do, and help
to keep you on your feet.
All feet benefit from frequent
bathing. Daily bathing is best,
and Dr. Raymond K. Locke,
chief attending podiatrist at
Riverdell Hospital in Oradell.
N. J., suggests dipping them
briefly in luke-warm water tor
a few seconds before applying
an antibacterial skin cleanser.
conversation-piece button and
put it in the center of the
garter. Viola — legs a la mode!
2. Use a piece of stretch ma-
terial in shades to match your
costume. Either ear it plain
or with your monogram painted
or sewed on it. Wear it below
your knee to the office, walk-
ing, working, shopping, or
schooling. Fold one of those
stretch hai rbands in half as a
base, if you wish.
3. For evening . . . ferret
out your most glittery material.
The inside hem of a dress you
no longer wear butgarters for anyi parted from. Cut
Nonetheless, the association 
i
 
occasion — from knee garterst step and fix it.n
recommends special care in colored kid buckled just Add a porn porn of
buying shoes. Many conditions 
below the knees to jewelled
ones for evening. If the 
a tiny
wrong people persist in wear-
ing too-short skirts it just
might relieve that knobby
look, as well.
Use it liberally, he recoil*.
mends, rubbing it thoroughly
into the skin and around the
nails before dipping feet into
the water again for a second
or two. More cleanser should
be massaged into the skin after
removing feet from the water.
Then, after thorough rinsing,
Dr. Locke directs that feet be
dried gently, and a good bland
foot powder dusted between Ulla
toes.
If skin on feet and legs tends
to be dry or scaly, especially
in cold weather, massage with
a body lotion, hand cream, or
baby oil, other authorities ad-
vise. of elastic. Find a delightful.
Win First Prize
The creators of the lady tote'
bag, with its leg grooming ma-
gic that coaxes legs to look
their sleekest 24 hours a day,
are smiling all over. London,
where niiniskirts are legion;
has been showing some bou-
tique items to go with the
short look that point an arrow
to legs as nothing else ever
will.
It's a "SHOW A GARTER"
look for fall . . . for winter . .







But . . for the people for
whom short skirts — even
If they only hug the knees —
were made in heaven, there
are dozens of ways that any-
one with a needle and thread
and a little imagination can
make a garter or a pair of
them for any time of day and
any occasion.
If you think that won't call
attention to your more limb-
er assests (if such they be).
we can only suggest you
haven't run into the same
girl watchers we know. So . . .
prepare your legs with foamy
pre-shaving conditioner which
makes shaving a pleasure.
the feather-halt razor shave
and then use the after-shav-
ing moisturizer to sleek your
legs into beauty. When your
under-pinnings are ready to
be seen by the most critical
eye . . .
Here are a few companion
dazzlers done with a hasty
stitch from Lady Gillette'. . .
I. For daytime, f o r cock-
tails — depending on how you
ornament it — take one of
your old, narrow, gold, kid






der puff as an ornament.
4. Get polka dotted material
and fix it to elastic to fit leg
size. Fasten it in the center
with a flat black pearl but-
ton.
5. If you have an old watch,
use that as an ornament .on
a black garter if the dial
face is light and on a white
garter if the dial face is
black. Imagine all the new
friends you'll make as people
stop you to find out the time.
It's better than walking a
dog. And if you are really
anxious to make friends you
might try a wide garter bane
and one of those ,Mickey
Mouse watches so no one
will miss the point — which
is that legs need the same
care as your face as they
take just as much punishment.
6. If you think mink . . .
find a tiny strip of mink — one
of those thrift shops will
uncover this _for you — Make
a soft bow of it on any covered
elastic surface.
You can dream up a ward-
robeful of ideas for "Show
robeful of ideas for "Shovv
A Garter!" But — before
you start, make sure the
skin on your legs is as
smooth as the skin on your
wee cheeks.
Authors Of Sex-In-Lab Study
Come Out In Favor Of Love
The authors of "Human Sexu-
al Response," a controversial
laboratory study of sex. have
come out in favor of love —
even if "nowhere in our book (
was the word 'love' mentioned." !
It is "certainly not" true that
"our study negates the concept
of love," Dr. William H.
Masters and Virginia E. John-
son contended in a copyrighted
article in the current issue of
cCall's.
* * *
"Perhaps someday we will
choose to write a book about
love, having been privileged to
see it at work in so many peo-
ple's lives," they promised.
"A book about love would
have to make the critical dis-
tinction between sex and sexu-
ality — a distinction that is
largely blurred or ignored or
confused in our culture. Our
society is obsessed with sex at
the same time that is is uncom-
fortable, evasive and disapprov-
ing of sexuality, and as a result
millions of Americans lead im-
proverished marital lives and
unwittingly prepare their chil-
dren for the same fate," they
said.
"What is the difference bet-
ween sex and sexuality? Sex is
physiology — what happens to
the body as a result of sexual
I activity or the sex act. Our
work has been an inquiry or
sex, and it has only served to
convince us that sex in an im-
portant but a small part of hu-
man sexuality. You can't work
in this field without developing
an incredible respect for the to-
tal concept of sexuality that
transcends its physical compo-
nent."
Arguing that "we are doim!
a pretty poor job of teaching
young people responsibility" in ;
sex, the authors charged that
"sex in high school today is
something like smoking in our
day. It's a big thing. It makes
you an adult. The fact that so
many young people seem to be-
lieve that adulthood equals sex
is a pretty grim reflection on
the models of adulthood they
have been given."
"The vast majority of Ameri-
can parents," they said in Mc-
Call's, "feel that the less said
to children about sex the better
and that if one ignores it, the
whole problem will go away.
"This method of dealing with
sexuality by pretending it
doesn't exist has been around
for a good number of centuries,
A PERFECT FOIL
Enough to make a Chinese Mandarin green with envy!
To offset the starkly simple line of this evening coat, Ren-
ato Balestra of Rome has chosen the most sumptuous fab-
ric of irridescent sequins in sparkling shades of green and
yellow on a ground of silver and white. The neck-to-hem
opening reveals the perfect foil beneath — a strapless
sheath of white slipper satin. No jewelry with this one,
please!
with poor to middling results.
It doesn't fool anybody, least of
all children.''
*
They also deplored -the con-
trary theory that the more said
about sex the better.. .There is
probably not an obstetrician Or
gynecologist in the country who
hasn't encountered the bright,
well-informed, college-educated,
pill-oriented girl — pregnant.
Information about sex is no sub-
stitute for a knowledge and a
sense of the power of sexuali-
ty."
"We believe," they declared.i
"we must stress with our young
people, and with the boys in,
particular, that' the responsibili
ty for the handling of sexuality
is mutual, that its mishandling
is a violation of a boy's inte-
grity as well as a girl's, that
the concept of sex without the
wider dimensions of emotional
readiness, tenderness, warmth
does not turn them into adults
in the full sense of the word.
It simply turns them into under-
privileged people — people who
will never know the full, glori-
ous meaning of mature adult
sexuality."
• * •
"Now this, it seeins to us, is
the first and most important
thing to establish if we want
to raise responsive, loving hu-
man beings: Sexuality is there,
and it is good. We are curious
about it. We accept our interest
in it. We want to try to under-
stand it," they said in McCall's.
"Once parents have acknowl-
edged this to their children —
verbally or in the context of
their lives or both — then, can
they begin to talk effectiVely
about the obligation we all have
— young people and adults — to
use this great gift of human




The low heel continues the
suitable heel f o r suits and
dresses for spring.
The classic high-heeled pump
is ruled out in spring collec-
tions as ready-to-wear manu-
facturers show their n e w
wares.
The models walk comfort
ably in heels no higher than
two inches and with the Puri-
tan-buckled pump still going
strong.
In The Legs Parade!
DAZZLING IDEA FOR LOVELY LEGS!
The new "Show a Garter Look" . . It's
the quickest, easiest do-it-yourself fashion
clue since hair ribbons — and it calls at-
tention to well groomed legs the uay your
favorite lipstick reminds the world you have
a very pretty mouth. There's a mine of
ideas in the story attached. Here's an idea
that should light some very bright fashion
fires . . . and help make you win first
prize in the legs parade!
The corduroy suit (left) moves into the winter season with stylish versatility.
It travels perfectly to those wintei resort arecs ...then becomes an extra sport
coat and an extra pair of slacks. In the late fall mood, it is teamed here with
a checked cotton sport shirt and ascot-tied silk square. The sweater (right) is a
fashion fact . . . on a late fall constitutional, under ski shells, for after.hours
lounging and so forth. With subtle striped detailing around the cuffs and waist,




Are you a man wpo rejoices
in the first snowfall? A ski-
man who scurries to the slalom
slopes at the first hint of threat-
ening winter skies? Or are you
a "spectator skier," who sim-
ply relishes the clear crisp air
of Northern resorts and the
friendly, i n formal evenings!
around the fireplaces?
winter. Here, a checked wool
reverses to mid-wale corduroy
in a knee-length button-through
casual style with roomy slash
pockets. The heavy knit collar
buttons close against the worst
winter winds.
In either case, the American
Institute of Men's and Boys'
Wear gives you some style tips.
For travel to and from re-
sorts as well as for a welcome
change during the apre-ski
hours, you will want at least
one • perhaps more - of those
burly tweed or shetland sport
coats. The plaids are big, bold
and powerful and make excel-
lent use of the whiskey-tones,
the soft '-earth" colors and
blends of green, claret and hon.
ey.
Greenish-blue lovat mixes
have that "in'' sportsman look
in both plaids and plain colors,
too. Select any color or combi-
nation in your favorite sport
coat model.
Blazers are the bit every-
where, as much at home at ski
resorts as on tropic cruises.
Pick from the classic single-
breasteds or the smart double-
breasteds. which have gained
rapid universal acceptance. To
the standard deep blues now
are added medium and light
blues, deep greens, grays.
rusts and burgundies.
•
The two-faced outercoat takes With your bold plaid coats
life easy from late fall into team rugged whipcord, twill,
multi-color hopsaick or gray
flannel slacks. Add new gtyle
zip to your blazers with either
bold or muted plaid or checked
slacks. These "fancy pants"
go equally well with solid hop-
sack or other unpatterned sport
coats.
Snow resorts and warm, hand-
somely styled outerwear are
almost synonymous. The outer
fabrics of outerwear - the
-shells" - find woolens in solid
colors, r u g ged lumberjack
plaids, traditional English dis-
trict checks and club checks, lo-
dens, and tweeds used to fine
advantage.
Corduroys, particularly in the
wider wales, are also on the
upswing and the Western Look
takes to the slopes in real
shearlings and suedes, man-
made versions of the same and
in brushed denims.
Double-breasted o u t erwoae
shows up in a host of models
as the Western influence is ex-
pressed in short coats and the
British bit includes winterized
bush coats and outerwear ver-
sions of the military Short
Warm.
Think ski and you have to
think sweaters. Think sweaters
and you will have to think flat
knits, double-knits, cable-stit-
ches, combined woven fabrics
with knits, brushed knits, turtle-
necks. mock-turtles, V-necks,
crew-necks, h o at-necks, the
layered-look, cardigans in clas-
sic, double-breasted and alpine
styles.
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watched Tennessee Add State's
little punt return specialist No-
lan Smith turn what looked like
sure defeat into a share of the
Grantland Rice Bowl held in
honor of that late great sports
scribe who coined the saying
"It's not who won or lost that
counts but how you played the
game." Smith miraculously
raced 70 yards with a punt in
the closing minutes of the game
to allow the Big Blues to tie
tough Ball State of Muncie, Ind,
14-14.
This year Add. rated third
nationally among small col-
leges and undefeated in 23
games over a three-year period,
again will return to Murfees-
boro with undefeated Miskin-
gum College of Muskingum,
Ohio. Dec. 10, challenging TS
for the NAIA Mid-Eastern Re-
gional championship. In ad-
dition to his specialty duties
Smith, now a fabled senior,
is one of sensational Eldridge
Dickey's favorite pass receivers.
In last week's 83 to 0 rout of
Kentucky State the diminutive
Smith hauled in two of Dickey's
five touchdown strikes for 61
and 43 yards.
Three A&I signal callers got
in on the eight touchdowns
fired over the airlanes. Joe
Shannon, already picked to fill
Dickey's shoes when the Hou-
ston phenom who has already




NEW YORK I UPI — The
difference in the Philadelphia
76'ers this season can be traced
to the assist column where
seven-foot Wilt Chamberlain




not discarded his scoring role
entirely and you need look no
further than No. 3 to find Big
Wilt with a 24.9 average. In
fact. Chamberlain is among the
leaders in every category ex-
cept, of course, foul shooting.
Wilt's field goal percentage
of .658 far exceeds Darrell
Imhoff of Los Angeles at .538.
Rebounding, one of Chamber-
lain's strongest suits, also finds
Wilt at the top with an average
grab of 24 per game.
Guy Rodgers. of the Chicago
Bulls, leads the playmakers
with 12 a game followed by
Cincinnati's Oscar Robertson,
Howie Komives of New York
and Chamberlain, who has 132
assists in 20 games for an
average of 6.6.
The Lakers' Jerry West
Jumped from fourth to the lead
among free throw artists by
canning 35 shots in 36 tries to




TS EV RICE BOWL strated and Sports magazines,
Last year a capacity crowd fired two scoring tosses and
Elijah Bossie pitched for
another.
Coach John Merritt, known
to be immodest and with a
flare for the dramatic, told this
writer in the press box at Me-
morial Stadium during the NFL
Chicago-Philadelphia g a me
here in August in effect that
his team was so deep with
talent that his new recruits
probably wouldn't be seeded
this season. After watcling the
Tigers clobber Texas South-
ern 52 to 0 and Southern, 31-8,
I was convinced that the likes
of a Charles Humphrey an-
choring your granite-like de-
fense and the offensive wreck-
ing crew of Tucker, Bowen and
Dickey running up astronomi-
cal scores, the Big Blues are a
pretty tough aggregation to say
the least.
Dickey doesn't have bad days
as is the case with most quar-
terbacks. He just has bad parts
of a game because he adjusts
so quickly. Southern picked off
six Dickey aerials in the first
half of that unbelievable State
victory over the Jaguars last
season. With Southern sitting
on a 38 to 6 halftime lead the
home fans in Baton Rouge
were just waiting for the time
to tick away so they could start
the party celebrations.
With the same devastating
force that Hurricane Carla
ripped away two steel light
towers from the stadium Dick-
ey recovered and rallied Ten-
nessee to a 41 to 38 victory.
The comeback was so meth-
odical that over s i x minutes
remained in the game. Neither
the Jaguars nor the Southern
rooters wanted to believe what
had happened on that warm
October afternoon.
Ball State had well scouted
A&I and Dickey had trouble
in the first half with his passes
Dickey did better in the sec-
ond half but he was out-passed
perhaps for the first time in
his college career as the Ball
State passer held the upper
hand in the final statistics. The
excellent TS field general will
be going all out in the Rice
Bowl on Dec. 10 against Mus-
kingum to show fans why pro
experts predict Dickey will be-
come the first sepia super star
at quarterback in the pro ranks.
THE MAGICIANS OF LE-
MOYNE — Here is the
squad piced to represent
LeMoyne College on home
and 1 o r eign basketlaill
courts this season. Back







man center, and lackie
Robinson, freshman for-
ward. Second row, left to
right; Ronald Ross, fresh-
man guard; Samuel Bache-
lor, sophomore forward;
William Meggett, sopho-
more guard; Captain James
Sandridge, senior guard;
Richard Davis, sophomore
guEird, and James Brooks,
freshman forward. Front
row, kneeling, left to right:
Lynn Harden, statistician;
Myron Lowery, manager,
and James Falls, assistant
manager.
odgers Get Hunt,
To my Davis To Mets
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) — League batting champion in 1 years old in two weeks, is a
The Los Angeles Dodgers 1962 and '63. He slumped tol left-ha-ded batter who divid-
completed the first major a .275 mark in 1965 and then
deal of the baseball meetings I broke his ankle sliding into
by sending outfielder Tommy
Davis and infielder-outfielder
Derrel Griffith to the New
York Mets for second base-
LeMoyne Cagers Busy
Coach Jerry Johnson's Le-
Moyne Mad Magicians should
be ready for their tough home
opener with Lincoln of Jeffer-
son City, Mo. in Bruce Hall
Monday night after pulling the
curtain on the basketbaa sea-
son with three road games this
week. LeMoyne was scheduled
to go against Lane on Wednes-
day and then participate Fri-
day and Saturday againstl
Lane. Knoxville and host Fisk man
in the NAIA Tipoff Tournament Jim
in Nashville in what could be
billed as the Tennessee cham-
pionship of Southern Intercol-
legiate Conference members.
Williams Hayes and Captain
James Sandridge are expected
to be cogs in the LeMoyne of-
fensive machine as the tough
SIAC season gets underway.
second base against San Fran-
cisco, May 1, 1965.
The injury kept Davis on
the sidelines the remainder of
the season and even affected
ed the last seasor between
Spokane of the Pacific Coast
League and the Dodgers. He
batted .278 in 64 games with
Spokane, hitting two homers
and driving in 16 runs. With
the Dodgers earlier in the
his play this year. The right- year he batted only .067 in
22 games.
,
handed hitting outfielder bat- I
ted .313 in 1966 but had only Both managers, Walt Alston
three homers and 27 RBI'S in 
10 games.
Hunt, 25, the NL All-Star
second baseman in 1964, hit
.288 in 132 games last year.
A solid fixture at second base,
A
Hunt lacked long ball power
with only three homers and
!33 RBI'S.
In May, 1965, Hunt din I n Aussie Meetlocated his shoulder in a
baseline collision with Phil
Gagliano of the St. Louis Car-
dinals and was on the dis-
abled list from May 12 to
Aug. 4.
of the Dodgers and New York's
Wes Westrum, were present at
the announcement.
Like Davis and Hunt,. Hick-
man also suffered a serious
injury when he broke his
left wrist last May 13 and
was out of action until Aug. 19.
He is playing with Caguas of
the P u erto Rican winter
league now and reports the
injury completely healed.
RICHEY ILL. WITHDRAWS
, Hickman, 29, w a s used
and outfielder, sparingly last season. The
16-foot-3 outfielder knocked in
The four-man swap was 16 runs with a .238 average.
announced jointly by Bing Hickman is the last of theDevine. newly-elected presi-
dent of the Mets and Dodger






27, a native of
was the National
original Mets to leave the
club. The right-handed batter
was selected by the Mets
from the St. Louis Cardinals
expansion list in Oct. 1961.
Griffith, who will be M
she Last Hope
MELBOURNE. ( U P I) —I Allen Fox of Los Angeles was
Cliff Richey of Dallas waslbounced out in straight sets
by Australian southpaw Tonyforced to withdraw from the
Roche who brilliantly used theVictorian Tennis Champion- blustering wind c onditions
ships after a medical examine- Ito swing his service out of the
tion revealed he was sufferingl American's reach. Roche won
from German measles. 6-4, 8-6, 6-2.
Richey's withdrawal left Ar-
thur Ashe Jr. of UCLA as the
lone American in the cham-
pionships. Ashe, having trouble
with his touch, finally sub-
dued Sydney's Bill Bowrey




Nancy Richey, top foreign
seed and strongly fancied for
the womens crown, couldn't put
strokes together in her third
round match against tenacious
Judy Tegart and was beaten
8-3, 6-4.
Miss Richey was obviously
worried by her brother's ill-
ness and offered mediocre re-
sistance as Miss Tegart out-
played her in a tactical center-
court match and moved into
the last eight.
of over 20 minutes for Bertrand.
Bertrand began to take ad-
vantage of the weary worn
down Tigers as Graham went
over early in the final stanza
for his second three-yard TD
jaunt which was followed by
Beat Howard As
Brainer d • Bombs Tigers
The Father Bertrand Thun-, Jones' patented TD strike of
derbolts used 'a long touchdownI84 yards to Bolden. The same
pass play, a 15-yard penalty tof pass pattern that the 
Jones-
aid another drive, and a fumble Bolden duo has hooked up oo
to gain over 55 yards on three
throws in as many games this
season in Crump. Ironic it was
recovery to break a tight game
wide open with three last quar-
ter scores to wallop Chatta-
nooga Howard High, 25 to 6,, another 84-yarder that pinned
in the 28th annual Blues Bowl Catholic with its only setback.
last Friday night at Crump Stir
dium. Manassas, co-chamFs
with Bertrand for the Prep
League championship, met with
disaster in the first Scenic Bowl
also played last Friday night
as the Tigers were bombed 48
Howard came into the game
with a record of 8 and 1, the
loss was a decision to Brainerd
In the Tigers' first game of the
season. Besides protecting their
winning skein the Tigers wanted
so badly to copy their first win
to 26 by Brainerd of Chatta- in the Blues Bowl. They were
nooga in the latter city. In still to be denied as Bertrand sealed
another bowl game Catholic,
paced by Kevin Milam's two
touchdowns, edged Columbia in
the Chemical Bowl.
HOWARD TAKES LEAD
Before Bertrand's last half
break through the hard hitting
visitors were protecting a 6-0
margin gained when Joseph
Lee pulled in a deflected pass
from Howard quarterback Fred-
erick Shropshire that went for
47-yards and a second quarter
touchdown. T h e aggressive
Howard defense had the Father
Bertrand offense sputtering de-
spite the Thunderbolts failing to
capitalize on a scoring chance
inside the Howard 20-yard line
in the early moments of the
hard fought struggle.
the visitors' doom when a fum-
ble recovery on the Howard 13
led to the icing of the contest.
Rudy Holmes, who will inherit
the first string quarterbacking
job for next season, fired a TI)
aerial to Sammy Brookins. The
victory was the ninth for the
surprising Bolts against one
lost and a tie in their best
campaign in over a decade.
TRIGGS SHARE HONORS
Wilbur Triggs tried vainly to
make up for his team's slow
start by hitting four bull's-eyes
for touchdowns. Three went to
flanker Curtis Broome and
Wesley Table speared one as
Triggs closed out a fantastic
three years of stardom that in-
cluded passing for over 20 TD's
Clarence Jones set-up the this season. For his heroics in
first Bertrand score on a pass
to end Charles Bolden that al-
lowed the Bolts to penetrate
deep into Tigers territory. Roly
poly fullback Benny Granam,
who had been held well in
check, plowed over guard from
the Scenic Bowl, Triggs was
named to share the outstanding
back of the game award.
Although Brainerd and Ma-
nassas exchanged game films,
the Rebels from Chattanooga
probably had a better book on
the three to tie the game. The the Tigers. Members of the
score came at 3:28 of the third Brainerd coaching staff scouted
period ending a scoring drouth Manassas and reportedly filmed
the. Tigers' battle with Melrose.
The Scenic Bowl was the first
bowl appearance between an
all-Negro team and a pre-
dominantly white eleven. The
combatants went into the game
with identical 8-1-1 records.
FRINGE BENEFIT — Drew'
Boykin, President of Associa-
ted Government Employees of
America, Local No. 1, is showni
presenting a check for 61,000.00
to the widow of one of its mem-
bers, Mrs. Hazel Robinson of'
264 Gracewood, Memphis., Mrs.
Robinson is the first recipient
of a 81,000 life insurance pol-
icy for each of its members'
at no extra cost, which the Lo-
cal recently initiated with thel
Bankers Life and Casualty In..
surance Co., as a fringe bene-
fit for its members. Her hus-
band, the late Mr. James Ro-
binson, died in October, after
working for a number of years
at the Defense Depot in Mem-
phis. In addition to the Depot.
the union has members at
Kennedy VA Hospital, and at
the Memphis Federal Build-




DIRECTOR . Mein hers
of Beta Episolon Omer%
atapter of Alpha Kappa 41-
pha Sorority honored one of
their members Miss Velma
Lois Jones, who is the first
ilemphilan to be named Re-
gional Director of the South-
eastern Region oith a re-
ception Saturday night at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Earnest Massey, 2034 South
Parkway. East. Left to rildit
are Sorors Mortis Ewell,
Elma Mardis, Basileus, Miss
Jones, Mrs. Ethel I. Smith,
mother of the honoree and
Soror Ethel J. Perkins.
FEEDING OUR FEATH-
ERED FRIENDS — These
young people had a lively
evening he Court Square on
a recent Sunday and were
encouraged by the youth di-
rector to put out food for
birds and other wildlife, not
only in Court Square, but
in backyards now that food
will he scarce for them un-
til next spring. From right
are Andrew .1. Withers,
Miss Laura A. Williams,
eh% perone; for girls in
group; Steve McBee, Caro-
lyn S. Williams, Rosalind
Withers, Bryant T. Wil-
Jr., PillsieY Alex-
ander, Odiella Sawyer, Bry-
ant T. Williams, Sr., Youth
education and Setter Rela-
dons director; Oliver John-son, Evelyn Wells and Cher-ice Nelson. The young peks-pie are collecting clothesfor the needy. Persons wattl-ing to donlate may call 525-
2.1R5, or bring them to 226
S. Danny Thomas blvd.Group sponsored by Bill
Speros and Pete Sansone.




At Tennessee State Uni-
versity last week Lt. James
M. Griffin, saationed at
Camp LeJeune, N.C., re-
turned to his alma mater
u U.S. Marine Recruiter.
The 1965 grad, whose major
was biology, interviewed
THE LIGHTER SIDE
many students who showed
a preference for the Marine
Corps. Getting firsthand in-
formation here are Brenda
Henry of Nashville, a fresh-
man psychology mnjor, and
Melvin Knox of New York




WASHINGTON (UPI) — If
world peace is ever achieved,
I am convinced it will come
about through technology rather
than diplomacy.
It seems to be there is a
good chance that in another 10
years or so technology will
have made war impossible.
By then, the weapons likely
4. will be so complicated that
nobody can operate them.
This happy thought was in-
spired by a press release I re-
ceived from the Hughes Air-
craft Co., a defense contrac-
tor, explaining to the layman
some of the mysteries of mili-
tary nomenclature.
It noted that if the armed
services still used carrier pi-
geons to transmit vital mes-
sages, the pigeon would be
designated "An/ABC-1."
I then quickly scanned a
volume of testimony that de-
fense officials gave this year
to a Congressional subcommit-
tee that handles funds for
military research and develoo-
ment.
On just the first few pages
I came across SPIW. AAFSS,
FAAR, AWAC. PDSMS and
SRAM.
They alone might not pacify
the world, but when considered
in sum along with ASROC.
AUTEC, DASA, LASA. and
VELA, not to mention NEWR
and JRATA, they give cause
for optimism.
All of these terms are ab-
breviations of projects and
programs the Pentagon has
Weekend Gig
BIRMINGHAM, England —
(UPI) — The Bobcats—all four
are still at school, two are aged
15 and two 13 — have been
signed up 'by disc company
agents for a guaranteed $56,000
provided they record only at










underway or is contemplating.
AAFSS, for example, is an
"Advanced Aerial Fire Sup-
port System." FAAR stands
for "Forward Area Acquisition
Radar." PDSMS is "Point De-
fense Surface Missile System."
— A "large aperture seismic
array." And so on.
The M-1 rifle was about as
complicated a weapon as I and
my comrades pt. World
War II had to master, and
some of us had trouble coping
with that.
I'll concede today's service-
men are more intelligent and
dexterous than we were. Even
so, there must be a limit to
their electronic and chemical
comprehension.
When that point is reached,
the conduct of hostilities will
fall upon the men back at the
drawing board. And the men
behind the drawing board are
notoriously unhostile.
It might be argued that
primilive weapons of less tech-
nically advanced countries will
continue to pose a threat to
peace. But history indicates
otherwise.
When one country develops
an AAFSS or a SRAM, its
potential enemies generally go
all-out to develop an AAFSS
and SRAM of their own.
Carmichael Gets
Jail Sentence
SELMA, Ala. (UPI) — "Black
Power" advocate Stokely Car-
michael and one of his aides
were convicted Tuesday of in-
citing a riot. Carmichael was
fined $100 and sentenced to 60
day in jail at hard labor.
Carmichael, head of the mil-
itant Student Nonviolent co-
ordinating Committee ( SNCC ),
and William Sewed House, Local
SNCC secretary, both said they
planned to appeal the convic-
tions.
City Judge Edgar Russell
heard House's case first. He
sentenced House, a 20-year-old
former resident of Detroit, to
30 days at hard labor and fined
him $100. After a short recess,
Russell heard Carmichael's
case.
Carmichael, House and a
third Negro, Thomas Lorenzo
Taylor of Philadelphia, Pa.,
w e re arrested during an
abortive demonstration in front
of the Selma City Hall Nov. 5.
LEARN TO DRIVE
nothing down $2.50 a week
we help you to get
Tenn. Drivers License
Satisfaction Guaranteed
TENN. STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
275-3600
We can wrap it up
in seven words,
"Seagram's 7Crown
is The Sure One".
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY. 8LENOED WHISKEY. 88 PROOF. 115% 016111 NEUTRAL VLSI
2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
•
STOCK NUMBER SELECTION OF






We Trade For Anything of Value
Such As Hogs, Cows, Dogs,




MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD SIORES





















































FRED MONTESI WHITE lc
AJAX & BOLD 15c
3 Lb. 1 Oz. Box
With coupon and $5.00 additional puichosa, siscluding
value of coupon morchondis• (harsh milk products and
tobacco olio istnclachtd in carnal iancri with stens low).
On• coupon per family. Coupon •xp iris So t u r d y,











$6.50 PER LESSON $3.50 DOWN $3 50 PER WEEK




















173 S. Main St. Ph. 526-8419
(Half Block North of Beale,
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
• 152-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450
TIGER TOWN NEW
-THE TIGER SQUAD Brewer, Kenneth Currie and
We cannot mention Manassas! Charlie Hayslett.
or Coach Johnson without Others are Jacob Halliburton,
naming the 5,4-member foot- Ernest Long, Levon Shine, Hu-
ball team. ban Sandridge, Arthur Turner,
They are Wilbert Triggs, cap. James Parker, Clay Holliday,
tam; George White, co-captain; Jerry Wheeler, Ralph Turner,
Melvin Barnes, Curtis Broome,
Eddie Atkins, Wesley Table.
Stanley Davis, Merrill James,
Nathaniel Cleves, Eddie Fields All of the Tigers have in-
Ernest Paine, Elton Ford. Paul scribed their names on the
Thorton, T. C. Riley, Herman football used in the Manassas-
Hawkins, James Sawyer, Matt Melrose game and presented it
Sharp and Herman Perkins. to Principal Louis B. Hobson.
Also John Martin. Alvin Har-
rington, Natha niel Burse.
Charles Nelson, Eddie Moore; Household TipHarold Potter, Raymond Pe-
ters, Wallace Murray, Leroy One way to remove grease
Sherrill. Paul Askew, Eugene from wash-wear and durable
Norwood, Claude Gaston, Har- press garments ' is to apply a
old • Dillard, Chris Owens, coneentrated solution of laun-
Calvin S a n ford, Alexander dry detergent to such stains.
Dotson, Daniel Alexander, Er- Allow the detergent to "work"
nest Arnold. Samuel Adams, for several hours, then launder
Clarence Briste r, Robert as usual in clean suds.
James Garrett, Willie Bolton,




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE










Deluxe collection of 5 stereo albums . . .
• yours free when you purchase any RCA
• Victor Stereo.
•
• $25.00 Value Featuring•
• • Floyd Cramer • John Gary
▪ • Peter Nero • Chef Atkins
• • AI Hirt
• • Henry Mancini
•
•










RCA VICTOR .MwV(std TV
No Money Down!
BIG COLOR TV





11029. ND* (overfill! 4ba(.)
295 so. in. picture
RCAVICMR 25" COLOR TV
New Vista.25,000-volt chassis.
New Vista VHF, Solid State UHF
tuners. RCA solid copper circuits
for space age dependability.
$539
Y1E ROLLABOUT STANDwith your purchase of this
19"*Sportabout TV
One of t..e finest values we've
ever offered! This bl-screen
Sportabout has power to spare
e-20.000 volts (design average)
for excellent reception in any




NO PAYMENT 'til FEB. '67
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING.—ALL 3 STORES
All 3 Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily
ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.
Serving Memphis for over 20 Years—
Since 1945
L. E. GATLIN .1. . R. G. KINKLE





MATION — Mayor liVillitam
Ingram joined representa-
tives of the Beale Street
Elks Blues Committee in
setting the stage for the
28th annual Blues Bowl
Game, played at Crump
Stadium last Friday night.
Father B e r trend High
School of Memphis defeat-
ed Howard High of Chatta-
noogn, Tenn., 25 to 6. Ma-
yor Ingram displayed the
Blues Bowl Proclamation
which he had issued ear-
lier. Shown with him on
Blues Bowl night, from left,
non st., and a brother of Wil-
liam 0 Warr, a postal employe.
An engineer in the elec-
tronics department of General
, Electric company, Mr. Warr
was graduated from Booker T.
Washington High school, at-
tended LeMOyne college and
was graduated from Fisk Uni-a A former Memphian, now liv- the total received by his Re- 











































3118 Thomas Hwy. 51 Ni,.
Phone 358-4485 II
FRAYSER
elected a commissioner of edit- ponents. ter's degree in physics front
cation there in the recent elec- He is Robert E Warr, son Purdue university.
tion, gaining votes than of Dr. J. J. Warr of 1165 Can- A Democrat with the backing
of the Liberal Party, Mr Warr
received 35.528 votes to the
Republican candidate's 25,50
and the Conservative's 5,213.
He was defeated in a close
race last year when he ran for
a Board of Education seat, but
continued to attend school
board meetings, and comment-
ed from the audience on matters
coming before the board. There
more
SILVER'S
47 SOUTH MAI STREET
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
Ex-Memphian Elected






and Receive One IleatrelPed
REPUCA DIMOND MIN
or MTN:STOW RING
choice el Willem er Yellow Maio*
ings Bribe this coupe sod 011
to store and receive sae et ear
replica Diamond HOW
Look
is,,Iiiant Rine& Will 'arsenal TIM.
Written Guarantee on Ea. Ring
These replica Diamonds feloromnf the irtmast au 4.1 sesokies
science. Social leaders, millionaires and eur finest people weer
these gay creations and keep tbiair high-lanced dismissals le whitey
vaults. Subject th•m to acid, fire •nd water teets. Yee w he
amazed. Guarantee covers tarnish a mountings said len ef
brilliance. COMPARE THESE WITH YOUR GENUINE DIAMONDS







MAIL ORDERS 14e EXTRA
If you are unable I. attend sett mail
today! Mention size 111/1CIOSS stria"
marl orders accested is at. as next
Tuesday. Poste.). FREE. No C.00.7
or phone orders, please!
MEN'S AND BOYS' RINGS 14c UP
Limit Peer Rings he • Customer
are six other commissioners
on the board.
Mr. Warr is the second Negro
to serve on the school board.
His Republican opponent, Mrs.
Helen Murphy, was the first,
having been appointed to fill
a vacancy created by the re-
signation of another commis-
sioner.
A past president of the Syra-
cuse chapter of the NAACP,
Mr. Warr is chairman of its
Education committee and a
member of the area council
and education committee of
the State Commission on Human
Rights.
Asked about his reasons for
seeking the post, he said,
"There is a need to have good






If you want work, but cannot giv.
full time, be an Avon representative
In your neighborhood. Each $TOO BOW
adds $40 comm. to your Income. No
experience necessary. Start now to
cash In on our big fall and Christmas
selling season Call now Mrs. Pegg.
272-2042
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes






























1247 E. Mc Lemore
J. B. SUNDRY
61 5 Vance Avenue
..!EL DRIvE.IN OROCEPY
1560 S. Pe•.wey E.
JEF .ERSON GROCERY
4791 Ni,-, L0114 Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Aver J.
452-3101
Spetttly Deli4ery





















































































are Frank Scott. grand
marshal, Will Taylor, long-
time Elk member, Maurice
Hulbert, assistant grand
director of the Blues Bowl
and chairman of the Blues
Bowl Committee, tind Ma-
yor Ingram.
TEETHING PAIN
Millions of mothers rely on Baby ORA,113.
liquid. Put on—pern's ion. Recommeeks1
IN 
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Links To Sponsor Play At MSU
Memphis State Players
To Be Seen In Drama
The Memphis Links will spon-
sor its annual presentation of
the Memphis State Players on
Saturday, December 10, in the
Mmphis State Auditorium at
8:00 o'clock.
The exciting drama,- "The!
House of Bernarda Alba, is a
tragedy that will lead its audi-
ence into suspense, anxious
moments and finally pleasures
of relief.
Because there was difficulty
last year in parking on the
Memphis State campus, the
play has been set for Saturday
night this year when there are
no classes in session. Without
parking difficulty drama lovers




ship to Memphis State each Dut-y In Vietnam
year for a student interested in
fine arts and drama; it makes
gifts to the Goodwill Homes to
help the young people there ex-
perience the cultural activities
of Memphis st:eh as concert
singers and other stage artists.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10,
Marine Private First Class
Larry E. Jones, son of Mrs.
Janie Ellis of 1480 Prospect st.,
has arrived in Da Nang, South
Vietnam. and is presently serv-
ing there as an engineer.
It also furnishes a young man . A 1966 graduate of Booker
who has a promising career in Washington High school where
piano the funds to study under he played first trumpet in the
an outstanding teacher; and it hand, he entered the U. S.
donates large sums of money Marine Corps on June 10. 1966,
annually to organizations for the at the age of 17, two weeks after
betterment of society, graduating from high school.
It has a life membership in He completed his basic train-
the NAACP and pays a hand- king at Parris Island, S. C.. on
some sum to the local branch, Aug. 9, and was sent to Califor-
in Memphis each year. I nia for further training.
Tickets for the House of While there, he was honored
Links, Inc. is an organization!Bernarda Alba may be obtained as the "Most Outstanding Ma-
that spends its time and energy from any member of the Linksleine" in his platoon and
toward the educational and oranization. The price is $1.50, moted to the rank of
cultural development of the for adults and $1.00 for students. first class.
community. Among the many Mrs. Lillian CAnipbell is proj-
activities, it supplies a scholar- eel chairman.
Tri-State Bank Plans
20th Anniversary
"Join the Aetion!•• is at oneecover make it especially
6
a punch-line and an invitation the.
to the public to join the twenti-
eth birthday celebration of the
Tri-State Bank of Memphis. A
special birthday program has
been set for Saturday. Decem-
ber 17 at the bank's Main office,
pt 222 South Main Street, be.
ginning at S a.m, and lasting
till 9:30 a.m. A special "birth-
day" cake cutting ceremony'
will be held at 9:15 a m.
Bank friends and patrons pre-
sent Saturday morning will also
be invited to a free "family"
movie which will be shown
across the street at the Mateo
Theater, starting at 9:45 a.m.
The picture will be "Rio-Con-
chos" starring famed gridman.
Jim Brown ' of the Cleveland
Browns, and Richard Boon of
"Have Gun, Will Travel" fame.
Bank patrons are being sent
special 20th anniversary cele-
bration invitations, which carry
on the cover the -legend "You
have an eye for good business"
. . . when you use the facilities
of Tri-State Bank. A novelty
"eye" on the outside of the
attrae-
Those receiving the invitations
are invited by the Bank to brief;
in the invitation and secure tick-
ets for themselves a n d their
entire family; also register for
a portable G. E. Color TV set
to be given away.. Persona de
not have to be present to win
one of the door prizes being
offered.
Special invitations to the cele-
bration are being sent to youth
groups, business and civic
groups, churches and school
groups.
The Tri-State Bank of Mem-
phis opened its doors for busi-
ness in 1946. with the late Dr.
J. E. Walker as President and
A. Maceo Walker, now the pre-
serving as vice president. The
sent head of the institution, then
bank now has two offices, with
other branches in the making.
Its twentieth anniversary cele-
bration lends emphasis to the
fact that the Tri-State Bank of
Memphis is one of the fastest







Last year Harlem Houses
donated more than $300 to the
Elks as a result of more than
3,000 cups of coffee sold during
that period.
DECA WEEK AT MEL-
ROSE — Distributive Edu-
cation Clubs of America ob-
served a special week in
schools across the country
last week, and seen here are
persons observing the newly
— •
Initiated program at Mel-
rose High school. From left
are Fed Brown, instructor
of distributive education;
Billy Williams a student in
the program: Jack Bryant
of ButlesOs Shoe Store, a
training sponsor. and Floyd
M. Campbell principal of
Melrose. The program is de-
signed to train students in
marketing, merchandising
and management. (Photo by
Gene Robinson)
These Memphians are im-
portant cogs in the annual
United Negro College Fund
campaign now underway in
the Memphis area. Left to
right: Prof. R. J. Roddy, re-
tired principal of Woodstock
1966
High School: Miss Harry
Mae Simons, general chair'
man of the drive and prin•
cipal of Magnolia Elemen-
tary School; Mrs. Beulah M.
Williams, chairman of the
City School Teachers Diyi•
sion and principal of Hanley
Elementary School, and
Miss Naomi Gordon, re-
tired employee of Universal
Life Insurance (70. Mr. Rod-
dy and Miss Gordon a r e
general solicitors.
Nearly 100 Working Job corps Is
In Dive For UNCF Seeking Boys
Nearly 100 persons are work-
hig in behalf of the annual Unit-
ed Negro College Fund cam-
paign, it was announced this
week by the general chairman,






Top Of The 100 Club
'Expels Negro Members
The Top of the 100 Clutii "I told him that to deny me
I speedily accepted the initiationtentrance to the club with my
fee and gave membership cards wife and guest was embarrass-
to the Harold J. Whalum family ing," Mr. Whalum said, "but be
when they applied for member-isald, '1 don't see that this em-
ship there in November. barrases you. You know that
this club is for whites only."
But it was a different story
on last Sunday night when Mr. In checking over correspond-
Whalum. executive vice presi-,ence he received when he was
dent and actuary of Union Pro- accepted for membership in the
tective Life Insurance company, Top of the 100 Club on Nov. 16,
' his wife, and their guest, Miss
Erma Lee Laws, society editor
of the Tri-State Defender. went •
Ito the club for dinner and the
Frank Sinatra, Jr., show which
,was to follow?.
Mr. Whalum said that when
'he, his wife and Miss Laws
lentered the club and were
? waiting to be seated by the
head waiter, since they had
made reservations, a club offi-
cial. later identified as Carl
ICIeek rushed ()her to them and
excitedly demanded, "What are
you doing here?"
I Mr. Whalum said he told the
tman to calm down and ask the
'questions in a proper manner,
and when he did he wanted to
know what member had invited
the Whalums to the club and
then informed him that he was
a member. HAROLD WHALUM
After showin the official his
membership card Mr. Whalum 
informing him that facilities at
said he was told, "You are not, 
the 100 North Main Building and
at the Rivermont would be
supposed to have it. This club
is for white only. 1 See TOP, Page 2
Miss Simons said she expect-:huntig
cipal of Magnolia Elementary ed big i out-of-school and out-of-
directed by Miss Erma Laws Out-Of-WorkThe teen-age Co-Ettes Club
also is soliciting funds for the
UNCF drive. State Employment Security
I offices across Tennessee are
reports from volunteerl .School. I
i want to take advantage of work -
The sum of 55.604 has been,
in the Job Corps.
opportunities available
reported to date in the drive;I The United Negro C,ollegel training
, which continues through Decern-j Fund is a tational fund-raising'
her 31. . agency. for '.,.3 member colleges Boys in MP 'Job -Corps ari To
Coffee Day Sales ' A
I "Miss UNCF" and a "Mr. including LeMoyne, Lane, Fisk learningjobs in business and industry.
skills to prepare for
LTNCF" contest sponsored by and Knoxville in Tennessee,
ft EH- 'the Pre-Alumni Club at Le- Philander-Smith in Arkansas, 
They receive food, clothing,
medical and dental care, recre-
ational and travel opportunities,
and spending money.
‘' I Moyne will come to a close at
ristmas Fund midnight this Friday and shouldproduce extra revenue for the
"Coffee Day" will be observedl 
campaign.
at all Harlem Houses in Mem-
phis for a 24-hour period be-1 • •
ginning at 7 a.m. on Tuesday.1 WIC
Dec 13, and lasting until 7 the
next morning.
will benefit the local Elks Man Who Aided omenProceeds from all coffee sales
Christmas Fund with baskets of
food for the city's needy per- A 63-year-old /man, who bare hands
sons. helped dig a woman from James E. Beard, a driver
steaming asphalt which had
completely covered her inside
her automobile after a truck
carrying 18 tons of the Material
overturned, will be honored
next Monday night, Dec. 12,
in a service to be held at the
Person Avenue Baptist Church.
Receiving the plaque will be
Joseph Dobbs, 63, of 284 W.
Persons st. He is being honored
by the members of the 35th
Ward Civic Club.
workers this week.
Tougaloo in Mississippi, Dallard
and Xavier in Louisiana and
Oakwood, Stillman. Talladega
and Tuskegee in Alabama.
Club To Honor
The incident occurred on
Tuesday. Oct. 11, when the
brakes on a truck carrying
18 tons of asphalt failed at the
corner of Park and Pendleton
and overturned, covering a car
driven by Mrs. Sybil Baker
Camp of 3143 Hoskin rd.
Mr. Dobbs, who is an assis-
thnt inspector for the Memphis
Bureau of Weights and Meas-
ures, came to the scene and
began digging the steaming
asphalt off the woman with his
for the Memphis Transit Au-
thority. came by and joined in
the raking and scraping by
hand until someone brought
shovels to replace their blis-
tered hands.
They continued the digging
until the Fire Department
arrived. Mrs. Camp was taken
to Methodist hospital in critical Corps.
condition and died several days 
later.
work youth 16 through 21 who
In addition, the young men
receive a monthly allotment,
payable when they complete
their training, and they may
make arrangements to have
money sent home to a depend-
ent while they are in the Job
Monday.
Young men under 22 and
:parents of unemployed youth
may find out more about the
Job Corps at any State Em-
ployment Security office in
Tennessee.
The plaque will be presented
to Mr. Dobbs by Theodore
MeLemore, former president of
the civic club and a trustee of
LeMoyne college.
Inscriptions on the plaque will
list the date and the deed for
which Mr. Dobbs is being cited. H 
School officials who know
about dropouts, church and
civic leaders, welfare workers
and others are being asked to
make boys who need training
or employment aware of op-









Be Held On Dec.17
The Memphis branch of the,
NAACP will hold election ofi
officers on Saturday. Dec. 17,
from 12 noon until 6 p.m. at
the office at 234 Hernando st.,
and persons recommended by
the Nominating Committee will
be considered.
The persons are Jesse Turner,
president; LeRoy Clark, first
vice president; Dr. Vasco A.
Smith, second vice president;
Mrs. Rufus Thomas, secretary;
and Thomas J. Willis, treas-
urer.
Nominated for the Executive
Board were Robert F. Baird,
Jesse H. Bishop, W. Et, Craw-
ford, Fred Davis, Mrs. Linnie
Garrett, James Holmes, Wil-
- —
liam Johnson, Rufus Jones,
Atty. H. T. Lockard, Thomas
0. Jones. Mrs. Judy Coulter,
W. C. Weathers, Mrs. Mamie
Lester, Mrs. Leonia Milam,
Earl Fisher, Gerald Fanion,
Mrs. E. J. Washington, Roscoe
McWilliams, Mrs. Alma Mor-
ris, Dr. John E. Jordan, Atty
David Caywood, Mrs. Lorene
Osborne. Mrs. Katie Sexton,
and Judge Ben L Hooks.
0. D. Dotson was nominated
from the floor to serve on the
Executive Board.
Members of the Nominating
Committee were LeRoy Clark,
chairman; Mrs. Leonia Milam,
Mrs. Alma Morris, Edward B.




One woman was stabbed in
the stomach and another shot
in the stomach in separate in-
cidents last Saturday, but
about the same reason: they
had broken off their relation-
ships with men to whom they
had been attached.
Election In John Gaston hospital in
wife the Intensive Care Unit withstore
Evans is president
of the 35th Ward Civic club.
Training Classes To Be
Held In Three Cities
To update the skills of 360
hnemployed or underemployed
Tennesseans, oc Cu p ati o nal
training classes will be con-
ducted in Memphis. Nashville
and Oneida. according to
Civic Club
Council To
The Bluff City and Shelby
County Council of Civic Clubs
will holt election of officers
next Sunday, Dec. 11, at the
Sarah Brown Branch of the
• YWCA at 1054 Mississippi blvd.,
starting at 4 p.m.
Nominees for which members)
John
B. Corban, manpower training
coordinator for the State Em-
ployment Security Department.
See TRAINING, Page 2
will vote are:
President: Frank Kilpatrick,
Roscoe McWilliams a n d Rev.,
Alexander Gladney. First Vicei
President: Matthew Davis and;
Tommy Evans, Second Vice'
President: C. B Myers and
See CIVIC, Page 2
a stab wound in the upper
part of the stomach is Mrs.
Marie Green, 32, of 1190 Ar-
gyle.
Hospitalized after being shot
once in the stomach with a
.22 calibre pistol was Mrs
Bernice Hines, 42, of 1212 Keel
ave. Her condition is listed asi
satisfactory.
• According to police, Mrs.,
Green, a waitress at a cafe at,
3372 Thomas st., became
volved in an argument in the
parking lot as she was about'
to leave for home about 2:30
'Friends'
W. T. Henderson. 49, of 1172
N. Second st., was distressed,
police said, since Mrs. Green
had terminated their friend-
ship about three weeks earlier.
When she refused to renew it,
he stabbed her.
He was arrested following
the incident and has been
charged with assault and bat-
tery.
Mrs. Hines. a former girl
friend of Robert Taylor of 876
N. Claybrook st., was shot by
the 55-year-old man after she
left him and returned to the
home of her brother, John L.
Lewis at the 1212 Keel ave ad-
dress.
After Taylor shot Mrs. Hines
in the stomach, Mr. Lewis
struck Taylor over the head
with a .410 shotgun and dis-
armed him.
Both Taylor and Lewis have
been arrested and police were









WIN A FREE G-E PORTABLE TV
MOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN)
REGISTER AT TRI-STATE, 222 SO. MAIN STREET
Go To TRI-STATE BANK For Your Free Ticket To The - Special Movie Party









SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1966
LEARN TO DRIVE
$6.50 PER LESSON 13.50 DOWN $3 50 PER WEEK





















173 S. Main St. Ph. 526-8419








NY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
DEFENDER
TIGER TOWN NEW
•THE TIGER SQUAD Brewer, Kenneth Currie and
We cannot mention Manassas Charlie Hayslett.
or Coach Johnson without
naming the 54-member foot-
boll team.
They are Wilbert Triggs, cap-I
tam; George White, co-captain;
Melvin Barnes, Curtis Broome,
Eddie Atkins, Wesley Table,
Stanley Davis, Merrill James,
Nathaniel Cleves, Eddie Fields
Ernest Paine, Elton Ford. Paul
Thorton, T. C. Riley, Herman
Hawkins, James Sawyer, Matt
Sharp and Herman Perkins.
Also John Martin. Alvin Har-
rington, Natha niel Burse.
Charles Nelson. Eddie Moore:
Harold Potter, Raymond Pe-
ters, Wallace Murray, Leroy
Sherrill, Paul Askew, Eugene
Norwood, Claude Gaston, Har-
old • Dillard, Chris Owens,
Calvin S a n ford, Alexander
Dotson, Daniel Alexander, Er-
nest Arnold. Samuel Adams,
Clarence Briste r, Robert
Others are Jacob Halliburton,
Ernest Long, Levon Shine, Hu-
ban Sandridge, Arthur Turner,
James Parker, Clay
Jerry Wheeler, Ralph Turner,
James Garrett, Willie Bolton,
Gandy Bryant and James Waf-
ford.
All of the Tigers have in-
scribed their names on the
football used in the Manassas-
Melrose game and presented it
to Principal Louis B. Hobson.
Household Tip
One ivay to remove grease
from wash-wear and durable
press garments ' is to apply a
concentrated solution of laun-
dry detergent to such stains.
Allow the detergent to "work"
for several hours, then launder
as usual in clean suds.
ATHAN'S
LOAN I FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 MEAL STREET SA 64300
Deluxe collection of 5 stereo albums . . .










• Norman Luboff Choir






33* inns ioveneo meg,)
2aQ sq. mu
RCA VICTOR .Mw Vi-std TV
136
BIG COLOR TV




fa2S• tube (eversil Ois(.)
295 sq. irt. pcture
New Vista°2 5,000.volt chassis.
New Vista VHF, Solid State UHF
tuners. RCA solid copper circuits
for space age dependability.
•











UgEll ROLLABOUT STANDwith your purchase of this
19"*Sportabout TV
One of the fineSt values we've
ever offered! This big-screen
Sportabout has power to spare
—20.000 volts (design average)
for excellent reception in any




NO PAYMENT 'fil FEB. '67
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING.--ALL 3 STORES



















Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.
people own
Serving Memphis for over 20 Years—
Since1945
L. E. GATLIN . . . R. G. KINKLE
RCA Victor than any other television .. black and or color
4255 Hwy. 51 So.
Phone 396-0995
FFRAY SER




MATION — Mayor William
Ingram joined representa-
tives of the Beale Street
Elks Blues Committee in
setting the stage for the
28th annual Blues Bowl
Game, played at Crump
Stadium last Friday night.
Father B e r trand High
School of Memphis defeat-
ed Howard High of Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., 25 to 6. Ma-
yor Ingram displayed the
Blues Bowl Proclamation
which he had issued ear-
lier. Shown with him on
Blues Bowl night, from left,
Ex-Memphian Elected
To Board Of Education
A former MeMphiaD, DOW liv- the total received by his Re-
ing in Syracuse, N. Y., was, publican and Conservative op-
elected a commissioner of edu- ponents.
I cation there in the recent elec-1 He is Robert E Warr, son
tion, gaining more votes than of Dr. J. J. Warr of 1165 Can-
SILVER'S
47 SOUTH MAIN STR ELT






and Receive One DeolotHed
REPUCA DIMON RE
Of IIRTRISTONI lIMO
choice if ?Mr, sr Thilem
Ines Brie, Mis mew sod dile





griiiiant Rings will Surprise Vol.
Written Guarantee en Ea. Ries
These replica Diamonds represent Me utmost OEM of sereeigne
scitnc•. Social laiders, milltonsures and our Sneed people mem
these gay creations and keep their high-priced IfieRMINNIS hi safely
vaults. Subjoct thorn to acid, fire end water rests. Yew ma Be
amazed. Guaranta• covers tarnish of mountings end loss of
brillianco. COMPARE THESE WITH YOUR GENUINE DIAMONDS







MAIL ORDERS lec eXTRA
If you are unatoie to attend saki, matt
redly! mention size sr enclose ernes.
Med (orders scceoled as late as Pest
- Jesday. Poslege FREE. too C.00.7
OT phone orelery, Meisel
MEN'S AND IIOYS' RINGS 11% UP
Limit Pour Rings to a Customer
non st., and a brother of Wil-
liam 0. Warr, a postal employe
An engineer in the elec-
tronics department of General
Electric company, Mr. Warr
was graduated from Booker T.
Washington High school, at-
tended Lelkthrne college and
was graduated from Fisk Uni-
versity with a bachelor's degree
in physics. He received a znas-
ter's degree in physics from
Purdue university.
A Democrat with the backing
of the Liberal Party, Mr Warr
received 35.528 votes to the
Republican candidate's 25,5C0
and the Conservative's 5,213.
He was defeated in a close
race last year when he ran for
a Board of Education seat, but
continued to attend school
board meetings, and comment-
ed from the audience on matters
coming before the board. There
are six other commissioners
on the board.
Mr. Warr is the second Negro
to serve on the school board.
His Republican opponent, Mrs.
Helen Murphy, was the first,
having been appointed to fill
a vacancy created by the re-
signation of another commis-
sioner.
A past president of the Syra-
cuse chapter of the NAACP,
Mr. Warr is chairman of its
Education committee and a
member of the area council
and education committee of
the State Commission on Human
Rights.
Asked about his reasons for
seeking the post, he said,
"There is a need to have good






If you want work, but cannot siva
full time. be an Avon representative
n your neighborhood. Each $100 sold
adde $40 comm. to your income. No
experience necessary. Start now to
cash in on our big TAU anti Christmas
selling season Call now Mrs. Pegg
272-2042
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
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are Frank Scott, grand
marshal, Will Taylor, long-
time Elk member, Maurice
Hulbert, assistant grand
director of the Blues Bowl
aid chairman of the Blues
Bowl Committee, and Ma-
yor Ingram.
TEETHING PAIN
Millions it mothers rely os Babe ORA-JEL











CALL. US BEFORE you An
EMBARRASSED








WWRI POLKS Ulf You
i;f1 /I PrAft.
(Fiver.-
'Have- Somethingll
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do In
CALL JA 6-8397
